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The concepts of pure subgroups, neat subgroups, high subgroups, basic 
subgroups and divisible groups etc. are quite important notions and 
fundamental tools in the concepts of purity for abelian group theory. As the 
abelian groups are modules over ring of integer. Hence the problem of 
generalizing these concepts of purity and properties for various types of 
modules have been studied from time to time. Most of these purity concepts 
have been generalized for modules by different Mathematicians. For instance, 
in 1952, Kaplansky generalized some of the well known results of pure 
subgroups and divisible groups for modules over dedekind rings and valuation 
rings. Later in 1970, D. Eisenbud and J. C. Robson studied modules over 
dedekind prime rings. Subsequently D. Eisenbud and P. Griffith studied serial 
rings and modules over these rings. In 1972, H. Marubayashi, generalized some 
of the results of torsion abelian groups for torsion modules over bounded 
dedekind prime rings. Later, in 1975, S. Singh did the analogous study of 
modules over bounded (hnp)-rings and generalized some of the results of 
abelian groups. In [47] S. Singh studied h-pure submodules of a unital module 
with two conditions and generalized some results of abelian groups. Since then 
a number of papers have been written in connection with the generalization of 
the results of abelian groups for purity and its allied topics in module theory. 
For instance, Khalid Benabdullah [16]. S. Singh [47], M. Zubair Khan [24, 30, 
32, 35] the fundamentals purit}' concepts and results of abelian groups. These 
modules were called S2-module [30] or TAG-module [16]. Recently S. Singh 
[49] studied the module satisiSing only one condition and call them QTAG-
module and various results of purity concepts of abelian groups. 
The main purpose of the present dissertation is to continue the study of 
TAG-modules and QTAG-modules and various concepts of purity and its allied 
topics in module theory. 
The present dissertation comprises of five chapters, consisting of various 
sections, hi chapter I, [Preliminaries], we collect some important definitions 
and well known results which we need in the subsequent chapters. Some 
elementary results are also given those are helpful to develop the study of 
subsequent chapters. 
In chapter II, [Generalization of purity and neatness in Srtnodule] we 
have discussed on generalization of purity and neatness in S2-module. Firstly, 
we have given some results on subsocles which are needed for dealing with h-
neat submodules. Secondly, we have dealt with the concepts of h-divisible 
submodule of an S2-module and give some results toward the characterization 
for Sa-module, i.e. if N is an h-neat submodule of M ' < M, where M ' is the 
submodule of M generated by uniform element of infinite height, then under 
some condition N is an h-pure submodule [Theorem 2.3.11]. Further, we have 
dealt with some results of basic submodule and recall some elementary 
definitions and results about basic submodule of Si-module. Lastly we have 
dealt with the concepts h-dense submodule and give some decomposition 
theorem on S2-module. 
In chapter III, [Some generalization in abelian group] we focus on the 
some generalization in abelian group and discussed some useful results for S2-
module. Firstly, we discuss the concept of almost h-dense submodule. Further, 
we have dealt with the concept of h-pure completeness and given some results 
on subsocles which give the connection of h-pure completeness. Lastly, we 
focus on horizontal exponent and h-pure absolute summand of S2-module. 
In chapter IV, [The concept of h-purity in QTAG-module] we 
covers the study of concept of h-purity in QTAG-module We study a module 
with only one condition (called QTAG-module).The main purpose of this 
chapter is to see or indicate, the results of S2-modules can be extended to a 
QTAG-module. In section 4.2, we consider the h-pure submodules of QTAG-
module. In section 4.3, we deals with the concept of kernel of h-purity for 
QTAG-module and got some nice characterization for kernel of h-purity for 
QTAG-module. In section 4.4, we deals with the notions like imbedded 
submodules for QTAG-module. In section 4.5, we discuss with the notion 
regularly imbedded submodule and we have obtained a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a submodule of a QTAG-module to be a regularly imbedded 
submodule which are approximate h-pure [Theorem 4.5.13]. 
In chapter V, [Some structure in TAG-module and QTAG-
module] we have discussed a*-isotype submodule of QTAG-module. In 
section 5.3, we consider the /-dense submodule of QTAG-module and give 
characterization of /-dense submodule of QTAG-module which is a similar 
characterization of almost h-dense submodule of QTAG-module [Theorem 
5.3.10]. In section 5.4, we deals with the concept of h-neat submodule of S2-
module (i.e. TAG-module) and obtained some nice characterization of h-neat 
submodule [Theorem 5.4.4]. In last section, the concept of quasi h-pure 
submodule has been introduced for QTAG-module with some specific 
condition. 

CHAPTER - 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 Introduction: 
The purpose of this inlroductory chapter is to recall some necessary 
definitions, notations and other background informations needed for the 
subsequent chapters. The notions of pure subgroups, neat subgroups, divisible 
subgroups and basic subgroups are quite important object in abelian groups 
theory. Some of purity concepts in abelian group generalization is done in the 
present dissertation. In section 1.2. some definitions and elementary properties 
of modules are given. 
Throughout this chapter we shall consider right R-module MR, where R 
is an associative ring with identit}'. 
1.2 Some elementary concepts for modules: 
Definition [1.2.1]: Suppose M and N are two R-modules and/ i s a function 
from M into N, /: M -> N. Then/is called an R-homomorphism of M into N if 
and only if/satisfies the following two conditions; 
(i) / (n i ,+m2)=/(m,)+/ (m2) 
(ii) /(mr) = / ( m ) . r 
for all r € R and m, mi, m2 e M. 
Example [1.2.2]: Let M = Z as a module over the ring of integer Z. We 
define/: Z -> Z such that/(x) = 2x. 
Clearly /is homomorphism from Z into Z. 
Dermition f l .2 .3 | : A module MR is called simple if it has no proper 
submodule. 
Definition [1.2.4]: Let MR be a module. Then the sum of all simple 
submodules of M is called socle of M, denoted by Soc(M). 
It is easy to see that for any submodule N of MR, SOC(N) = N n Soc(M) 
and Soc(Soc(M)) = Soc(M). 
Definition [1.2.5]: Let MR be a module. Then a submodule N of Soc(M) is 
called subsocle of (M). 
Proposition [1.2.6]: If {Malaei is an indexed set of submodules of M with 
M = ® X M„ then Soc(M) = e 2 ] Soc(M„). 
Definition [1.2.7]: Let N be a submodule of MR, then N is called essential 
submodule of M if N n T ?5: 0 for every non-zero submodule T of M. It is 
denoted by N c ' M. 
Example [1.2.8]: Let M = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7108 be a module over Z. 
Then N = {0, 4} and K = {0, 2, 4] are submodules of M. 
Clearly N n K = 0. So N is essential submodule of M. 
Definition [1.2.9]: A module M extending N is called an essential extension 
provided every non-zero submodule of M has non-zero intersection with N. In 
other words if N c M. M is an essential extension of N if and only if N is 
essential submodule of M. 
Proposition [1.2.10]: If N is an essential submodule of M, then Soc(N) = 
Soc(M). 
Proposition [1.2.11]: Let M be a module with submodule K c N c M and 
II c M then, 
(i) K e ' M if and only if K ^ ' N and N c' M. 
(ii) H n K e ' M if and only if H e ' M and K c ' M. 
Definition [1.2.12]: If N and K are submodules of a module M, then N is 
called a complement of K if N is maximal with respect to the property 
N n K = 0. 
Definition [1.2.13]: A submodule T of M is called complement submodule 
if T is a complement of some submodule U of M. 
Proposition [1.2.14]: [9, prop. 5.2]. Ever)'submodule N of R module M 
has a complement. Moreover, if A^ ' is a complement of N. Then, 
(i) N@N' ^ M. 
(ii) (NeAO/A^'e'M/A^'. 
Proposition [1.2.15]: Let MR be a module and U c V be a submodule of M. 
Let K be a complement of U in M, then eveiy complement of K n V in K is a 
complement of V in M. 
Proposition [1.2.16]: [4, p.l5]. If N is a submodule of M and K is any 
complement of N in M then there exists a complement Q of K in M such that N 
c Q. Furthermore, any such Q is a maximal essential extension of N in M. 
Definition [1.2.17]: A module MR is called uniform if intersection of any 
two of its non-zero submodules is non-zero. 
Example [1.2.18]: If we consider M = 2Z as a module over Z, then for any 
two non-zero submodule mZ and nZ of 2Z. It is trivial to see that mZ n nZ ^ 
0 as mZ n nZ = /Z where / is /.cm of m and n. 
Definition [1.2.19]: (4, p.l5]. A submodule N of M is called closed in M 
if N has no proper essential extension in M. 
Proposition [1.2.20]: [4, p.l6]. The closed submodules of a module M 
coincide with the complement submodules of M. Furthermore, if N and K are 
complement submodules and if K is a complement of N in M then N is a 
complement of K in M. 
Proposition [1.2.21]: [4, p.l6]. Let N be a submodule of M, let K be any 
complement of N in M and let N, = N + K, then Ni c ' M and N, / K e ' M / K. 
Definition [1.2.22]: Let M be an R-module and let x e M. Then 
xR = {xr / reR} is a submodule of M and is called the submodule of M 
generated by x. 
Definition [1.2.23]: Let N be a submodule of MR, then {reR / xr = 0, for 
every x G N} is called annihilator of N and denoted by ann (N). 
Definition [1.2.24J: Let M be a non-zero module. Then a finite chain of 
n + I submodules of M, 
M = Mo > M, > M2 ... > M„ = 0 
is called a composition series of length n for M, provided M, / M,+i (i = 1, 2, 3 
..., n) is simple. 
If the length of a module M is n, then we write d(M) = n. 
Definition [1.2.25]: A module MR is called uniserial if it has a unique 
composition series of finite length. 
Example [1.2.26]: Let M = {0, 1, 2, 3} 64 be a module over Z. Then 
M = Mo, Ml = {0, 2} and M2 = {0} are submodules of M and M = MQ > Mi> 
M2 = {0} is a unique composition series of length 2 for M as Mj / MQ and M2 / 
M | are simple modules. So M is uniserial module. 
Example f 1.2.27]: Lei M = {0, 1. 2. 3, 4. 5} ®6 be a module over Z. Then 
M = Mo- M, = {0, 2, 4). M2 = (0. 3}, M3 = {0} are submodules of M and 
M = Mo > Ml > M3 = {0}, M = Mo > M2 > M3 == {0} are two composition series 
of length 2 for M. So M is not a uniserial module. 
Definition [1.2.28]: J46]. By a free module F over R on a set S, we mean a 
module F over R together with a function / : S —>• F such that, for every 
function g : S -^ X from the set S into a module X over R, there exists a unique 
homomorphism h : F -> X of tlie module F into the module X such that the 
commutativelv relation. 
h o / = g 
holds in the diagram 
- • F 
X 
Theorem [1.2.29]: [46, Theorem 4.1]. If a module F over R together 
with a function/: S ^ F from S into F is a free module over R on the set S, 
then/is injective and its imagey(S) generates the module F. 
Theorem [1.2.30]: [46, Theorem 4.2]. If ( F , / ) and ( F , / ) are free 
modules over R on the same set S, then there exists a unique isomorphism 
j : F —>• F' from the module F onto the module F' such that j 0 /= / ' . 
Theorem [1.2.31]: |46, Theorem 4.3]. For any set S, there always exists 
a free module over R on S. 
Proposition [1.2.32]: [46, Corollary 4.5]. The direct sum of an arbitrary 
family oiTree modules over R is a free module over R. 
Theorem Jl.2.33]: [46, Theorem 4.6). Every module over R is 
isomorphic to a quotient module of a free module over R. 
Theorem [1.2.34]: [46, Theorem 4.7]. A subset S of a module X over R 
is a basis of x iff the inclusion function i : S —> X extends to an isomorphism 
h : F —> X of the free module F over R generated by the set S onto the module 
X. 
Definition [1.2.35]: A module MR is closed injective if given any diagram. 
/ 
- • A • B 
M 
Of R-modules with exact row, it is always possible to find an R-
homomorphism h : B -^ M such that 
h o / = g. 
Definition f 1.2.36]: A module MR is called projective if given any diagram, 
M 
/ 
A • B • 0 
of R-modules with exact row, it is always possible to find an R-
homomorphism h : M ^ A such that 
/ o h = g. 
Definition [1.2.37]: Let N be an extension of a R-module M. If N is a 
maximal extension of M, then N is called an injective hull of M, denoted by 
E R ( M ) . 
Example [1.2.38]: Let Z be the ring of integers and Q be the additive group 
of rational numbers. Then Qz is the injective hull of Zz. 
Proposition [1.2.39]: Let N be an extension of a R-module M. Then the 
following statements are equivalent 
(i) N is the injective hull of M. 
(ii) N is injective R-module and N is an essential extension of M. 
(iii) N is a minimal injective extension of M, that is, N is an injective R-
module such that M c A^  c N and A^  is injective, then A" ^  N. 
Definition [1.2.40]: The minimal injective right R-module E containing MR 
is called injective envelope of M and is denoted by E(M). 
Definition [1.2.41]: An element of a ring R is called regular if it is neither 
left zero divisior nor right zero divisior. 
Definition [1.2.42]: A module MR is called divisible if Mr = M for all 
regular elements r e R. 
Definition [1.2.43]: [9, p. 206]. Every module MR can be embedded in an 
injective right R-module. 
Remark [1.2.44]: If E is an injective envelope of M, then Soc(M) = Soc(E). 
Remark [1.2.45]: Every injective module is divisible. 
Definition [1.2.46]: A ring R is called right (left) hereditary if every right 
(left) ideal is projective. 
Definition [1.2.47]: A ring R is called hereditar>' if it is both right as well as 
left hereditary. 
Example [1.2.48]: 
(i) The ring of integers is a hereditary ring. 
(ii) Any principal ideal domain is a hereditary ring. 
Definition [1.2.49]: A ring R is called prime ring if (0) is a prime ideal. 
Definition [1.2.50]: A ring R is called right Noetherian (Artinian) if every 
ascending (descending) chain of right ideals becomes stationary after a finite 
number of steps. 
Definition [1.2.51 ]: A prime ring which is a right hereditary, left hereditary, 
right noetherian and left noetherian is called noetherian prime ring [(hnp)-ring]. 
Definition [1.2.52]: A ring R is called right (left) bounded if each of its 
essential right (left) ideal contains a non-zero two sided ideal. 
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Definition [1.2,53]: An (hnp)-ring R with no proper idempotent two sided 
ideals is called dedekind prime ring. 
Definition [1.2.54]: A submodule N of M is called absolute direct summand 
of M if for every complement K of N in M, M = N ® K. 
Definition J1.2.55J: [8[. A ring R is called serial if its right and left 
modules are direct sum of uniserial modules; equivalently, a ring R is serial if it 
satisfies minimum condition on both sides and for every primifive idempotent e 
of R the right (left) ideal eR (Re) has unique composition series. 
Some authors call these rings as generalized uniserial rings. 
Definition [1.2.56]: [8, Theorem 1.7]. Let R be a generalized uniserial 
ring, then every R-module is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Proposition [1.2.57]: [8, Cor. 3.2]. Every factor ring of an (hnp)-ring is a 
generalized uniserial ring. 
Proposition [1.2.58]: [48, Cor. 4 ] . Let M be a divisible module over a 
bounded (hnp)-ring, then M is injective. 
Remark [1.2.59]: Divisible module and injective module over (hnp)-ring 
are equivalent. 
Definition [1.2.60[: In a module MR, an element x is said to be a torsion 
element if xr = 0 for some regular element r e R. The set of all torsion element 
T(M) forms a submodule and is called torsion submodule of M. A module M is 
said to be torsion module if T(M) = M. Equivalently if every non-zero element 
of M is torsion. 
Definition [1.2.61J: In a module MR, an element x is said to be torsion free 
if for every regular element r G R with xr = 0 implies that r = 0. A module M is 
said to be torsion free ifT(M) = 0. Equivalently if every non-zero element of M 
is torsion free. 
Proposition [1.2.62]: [48, Lemma 1, 2]. Let Rbe a bounded (hnp)-ring, 
tlien tlie following hold. 
(i) Every finitely generated torsion R-module is a direct sum of finitely 
many uniserial modules. 
(ii) Any uniform torsion R-module is either of finite length and uniserial 
or is injective and of infinite length. 
(iii) Let U and V be two uniform, torsion right R-modules and b (7^  0) e 
U. If/: bR -> V is a non-zero R-homomorphism and d(U / bR) < (V 
//(bR), then/can be extended to an R-homomorphism g : U ^- V 
and U / bR = g(U) / g (bR). 
(iv) Any non-zero homomorphic image of a uniform torsion R-module is 
uniform. 
Definition [1.2.63]: [48]. Let MR be a torsion module over a bounded 
(hnp)-ring R, then an element x (i^ 0) of M is called uniform if xR is uniform 
R-module. 
Definition [1.2.64]: [48]. Let MR be a torsion module over a bounded 
(hnp)-ring R, then a uniform element x e M is called of exponent n denoted by 
e(x). If d (xR) = n and sup{d (yR / xR)}. where yR runs over a uniform 
submodule of M containing x, is called the height of x and is denoted by HM (X) 
or simply H (x). 
Definition [1.2.65]: Let MR be a torsion module ove a bounded (hnp)-ring, 
then M is called bounded if there exists a positive integer k such that H(x) < k, 
for all uniform elements x G M. 
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Proposition [1.2.66]: [48, Lemma 3[. Let M be a torsion R-module and 
B], B2, , B,,; Ai, A2, , Am be finitely many finite length 
111 ni 11 n 
uniform submodules of M such that ^ A, = ® y ' Ai and ^ B =®y] B 
then 
.1 
1=1 1=1 1=1 j=i 
(i) Every Bj is isomorphic to a submodule of some A, under the natural 
projection. 
(ii) For any i. A, is a homomoiphic image of some Bi. 
Definition [1,2.67]: [48]. Let MR be a torsion module over a bounded 
(hnp)-ring R, then Hi, (M) will denote the submodule of M generated by all 
those uniform elements of M, which are of height at least k. 
Proposition [1.2.68]: [48, Lemma 6]. If M = A + B is a torsion module 
over a bounded (hnp)-ring R, then for any non-negative integer k, 
H,(M) = H,(A) + H,(B). 
Definition [1.2.69]: Let MR be a module. Then M is called unital provided 
I G R, l . x ^ x V x e M . 
Definition [1.2.70[: Let R be an associative ring with identity 1 7^  0. Then 
an unital right R-module M is called S2-module if it satisfies the following two 
condition: 
(i) Every finitely generated submodule of every homomorphic image of 
M is a direct sum of uniserial modules. 
(ii) Given any two uniserial submodules U and V of a homomorphic 
image of M, for any submodule W of U, any non-zero 
homomorphism / : W ^ V can be extended to a homomorphism 
g : U -^ V provided the composition length d(U / W) < d(V //(W)). 
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These modules are also called TAG-modules in f 1IJ. 
Proposition f 1.2.71]: [47, Corollary 1]: Any bounded S -^module is a 
direct sum of uniserial modules. 
Proposition [1.2.72]: If M is an S2-module, then M is called decomposable 
if M is a direct sum of uniserial submodules. 
Theorem [1.2.73]: If N is a submodule of a decomposable S2-module M, 
then N is also decomposable. 
Theorem [1.2.74[: If N is a decomposable submodule of an S2-module M 
such that M/N is bounded, then M is decomposable. 
Definition [1.2.75]: If M is an S2-module, then M is called separable if 
M ' = 0 . 
Definition [1.2.76]: A submodule K of an S2-module M is called the closure 
of a submodule N in M if K/N = (M/N)' and is denoted as V, i.e. K = -Y. N is 
called closed ifN = K-. 
Definition [1.2.77]: Let S be a submodule of an S2-module M and S be the 
closure of S in M. The closure of S in Soc(M) is given as S n Soc(M). S is 
called closed in Soc(M). if S = S n Soc(M). 
Definition [1.2.78]: A submodule S of an S2-module M is said to be support 
a submodule N of M if and only if Soc(N) = S. 
12 
CHAPTER -
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CHAPTER-2 
GENERALIZATION OF PURITY AND NEATNESS 
IN S2-MODULE 
2.1 Introduction: 
H. Marubayashi f 10, 11] and S. Singh [47, 48] studied torsion modules 
over some particular rings such as bounded dedekind prime rings and bounded 
noetherian prime rings. M. Z. Khan and their scholars generalized some results 
of neat subgroup of abelian groups for S2-module in [34] and introduced the 
concept of h-neat submodule of Si-module in [34]. In section 2.2, we show that 
h-neat submodule and complement submodules of S2-module coincide and 
state a necessary and sufficient condition for a submodule of M to be h-neat 
submodule [Theorem 2.2.7] and Rivalry theorem [Theorem 2.2.9] generalize 
for an S2-module. 
M. Z. Khan generalized a large number of result of abelian groups in 
[32, 34, 36, 48], M. Z. Khan introduced the concept of h-divisible submodule 
of S2-module. In section 2.3, we give the result for which every h-divisible 
submodule of an S2-module is a direct summand [Theorem 2.3.6] and also 
show that if N is an h-neat submodule of M < M, where M is the submodule 
of M generated by uniform element of M of infinite height, then under some 
condition N is an h-pure submodule [Theorem 2.3.11]. 
The concept of basic submodule was introduced by S. Singh and 
Musharrafuddin Khan [39] for torsion modules over hereditary noetherian 
prime rings. M. Z. Khan [36] generalized the Szele's theorem [20, Theorem 
29.4]. In section 2.4, we deal with an interesting problem: 
Given any h-pure (Basic) submodule K of Hn (M) does there exists an h-
pure (Basic) submodules T of M with H,, (T) = K ?. 
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In section 2.5, we discuss on h-dense submodule of S2-module 
introduced by M. Z. Khan in [2] and give some decomposition theorem on S2-
module and also discuss the generahzation of a number of results of L. Fuchs 
[20, 21]andC. Megibben[6]. -
2.2 h-neat submodule: 
In this section, we deals with the study of h-neat submodule of an S2-
module. M. Z. Khan [30] studied the concept of S2-module. Here, we show that 
h-neat submodule and complement submodule of an S^-module coincide 
[CoroUar}' 2.2.8]. The main purpose of this section to give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a submodule of an S2-module to be h-neat submodule 
[Theorem 2.2.7] and Rivalr}' theorem [Theorem 2.2.9] generalized for S2-
module. 
Definition [2.2.1]: If M is an S2-module, then a submodule N of M is called h-
neat if and only if H, (N) = N H H, (M). 
Lemma [2.2.2]: Let M be and S2-module. If K is an h-neat submodule of M 
and N / K is h-neat in M / K, then N is h-neat in M. 
Lemma [2.2.3]: Let M be an S2-module. If N is an h-neat submodule of M, 
then N / K is h-neat in M / K. 
Lemma [2.2.4]: Let M be an S2-module. If N is an h-neat submodule of M 
such that Soc(N) = Soc(M), then N = M. 
Proof: Let every uniform element of exponent atmost n belongs to N. Let x be 
a uniform element in M with e(x) = n + 1, then we can find a submodule zR £ 
xR such that d(xR / zR) = 1. By assumption z € N. Hence by h-neatness of N 
then there exists a uniform element u e N such that z € uR and d(uR / zR) = 1. 
Applying (II) condition of Si-module, we get an isomorphism 0 : xR -> uR 
which is identity on zR. Define r]: xR -^ (x - 0(x))R given as xr -* (x - e(x))r, 
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then trivially i] is an R-epimomorphism with zR £ ker ^^\. Hence e(x - 6(x)) < 
d(xR / zR) = 1. so X - 6(X)GN and we get xeN. Therefore by induction N = M. 
Proposition |2.2.5]: If M be an S2-module and N is h-neat submodule of M 
such that Soc(N) 'f Soc(T) = Soc(M), then N is complement of T. 
Proposition [2.2.6]: If M be an S2-module. Then for any uniform element 
XGM, xR is h-neat in M if and only if HM (X) = 0. 
Proposition [2.2.7]: Let M be an S2-module and N is a h-neat submodule of M 
if and only if it has no proper essential extension. 
Coroilar}- [2.2.8]: If M be an S2-module, then h-neat submodule of M coincide 
with complement submodule. Further, if N and K are complement submodules 
and K is a complement of N. Then N is a complement of K. 
Now the following theorem generalize the K.Honda's result [19]. 
Theorem [2.2.9]: If M is an S^-module and N. K are submodules of M, then K 
is a complement of N if and only if N H K = 0, K is h-neat and K 4• N is 
essential in M. 
Proof: If K is a complement of N then by [Corollary 2.2.8], the assertion 
follows. Conversely suppose K is h-neat. N fl K = 0 and K tt) N is essential in 
M. Then Soc(N) 4> Soc(K) = Soc(M). We embed K into a complement Q of N, 
then Soc(N) 4' Soc(Q) = Soc(M). Hence Soc(K) = Soc(Q) and by [Lemma 
2.2.4], K = Q and the assertion follows. 
The following theorem gives a characterization of absolute direct 
summand. 
Theorem [2.2.10]: If M is an S2-module, then the necessary and sufficient 
condition for a submodule N of M being an absolute summand of M. If K is h-
neat submodule of M such that N fl K = 0, then, K ~^' N is also h-neat. 
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Proof: Let N be an absolute direct summand of M, then we can find a 
complement T of N such that M = T -t- N and K £ T. Applying |48, Lemma 6], 
we get (K + N) n H, (M) = (K + N) n H, (T) + H, (N) = H, (N) + (K + N) n H, 
(T). But obviously (K + N) n H, (T) = K n H, (T) = H, (K). Hence K -f N is h-
neat. Conversely if B is a complement of N by [Corollary 2.2.8] B is h-neat and 
also B + N is h-neat in M. Hence by [Lemma 2.2.4] M = N + B and the 
assertion follows. 
Definition [2.2.11]: If M is an S2-module and N is a submodule of M, then a 
minimal h-neat submodule N of M containing K is called h-neat hull of K. 
The following theorem is characterization of h-neat submodules: 
Theorem [2.2.12]: Let M is an Sa-module and T is a submodule of M with 
same socle, then a submodule N is h-neat in T if and only if N = T fl K where 
K is h-neat submodule of M. 
Proof: Let N = T n K and x be a uniform element in N Pi H| (T), then there 
exists a uniform element y e T such that x e yR and d(yR / xR) = 1. As x e K 
and K is h-neat in M. There exists a uniform element z e K such that x G zR 
and d(zR / xR) = 1. Now by (II) property of S2-module, there exists an 
isomorphism 0 : yR -^ zR such that 0 is identity on xR and we get e(y - 0(y)) < 
d(yR / xR) = 1, y - 0(y) e Soc(M) = Soc{T) and 0(y) e T. Therefore 0(y) e N 
and X e H] (N) which yields N to be h-neat in T. Conversely let N be h-neat in 
T. Let A be h-neat hull of N in M then N £ T fl A and trivially Soc(T n A) = 
Soc(N) ,so by [Lemma 2.2.4], N = T n A. 
Theorem [2.2.13]: If M is a quasi-injective module and satisfying the both 
condition of S2-module and N is h-neat submodule of M, then the following 
hold. 
(a) Ever}' m a p / o / a submodule K of M into N can be extended to a 
map g o / M into N. 
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(b) N is direct summand of M and N is quasi-injeclive. 
2.3 h-divisible submodule: 
In this section, we deals with the study of h-divisible submodule of S2-
module and give the result for which every h-divisible submodule of an S2-
module is a direct summand [Theorem 2.3.6] and generalization of Baer's 
Theorem [21, Theorem 21.2]. 
Definition [2.3.1]:Let M be an S2-module, then M is called h-divisible if }I| 
(M) = M. 
Lemma [2.3.2]: Let M be an S2- module and M = 'f'^Mc then M is h-divisible 
if and only if each MQ is h-divisible. 
Remark [2.3.3]: Let M be an S2-module, then M is h-divisible if and only if 
every uniform element of M is of infinite height. 
Lemma [2.3.4]: Let M be an S2-module, then M is h-divisible If and only if 
eveiy uniform element of Soc(M) is of infinite height. 
Theorem [2.3.5]: If M is an Sa-module and M is h-divisible if and only if M is 
a direct sum of infinite length uniform submodules. 
Now we give the generalization of Baer's theorem [21, Theorem 21.2]. 
Theorem [2.3.6]: If M is an S2-module and N is h-divisible submodule of M, 
then N is a direct summand of M. 
Proof: Let T be a submodule of M such that T fl N = 0, then we embed T into 
a complement K of N. Hence K »+> N is an essential submodule of M, so Soc(K) 
't Soc(N) = Soc(M), Let K * N = B, then Soc(B) = Soc(M). Now let x be a 
uniform element in B H Hi (M) then x = y + z with y € Z and z e N. It is trivial 
to see that y and z are uniform. Since N is h-divisible therefore z € Hj (N) and 
so X - z - y e H, (M) n K. By [21, Corollary 4] K is h-neat, therefore y e H, 
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(K). Hence x = y + z € Hi (K) + H, (N) and we get x e H, (B) Consequently B 
n H| (M) = Hi (B) and so B is h-neat submodule ofM. Now appealing to [21, 
Lemma 1] we get M = K 4' N. Hence the assertion follows. 
Proposition [2.3.7): If M is an S2-modLile and N is a submodule of M and T is 
a complement of N then there exists a minimal h-neal submodule K of M 
containing N. 
Proof: Since T fl N = 0. we embed N into a complement K of T in M. Then K 
is h-neat submodule of M containing N. Now Soc(K) i+" Soc(T) = Soc(M) and 
Soc(N) .f Soc{T) - Soc(M), so Soc(K) - Soc(N). Now if K' is h-neat 
submodule of M with K 2 K' 3 N. then Soc(K') = Soc(K), hence by [21, 
Lemma 1], K' = K. Therefore K is minimal h-ncat submodule of M containing 
N. 
Lemma [2.3.8]: Let N be an h-pure submodule of an S2-module.Then N is h-
pure in M if and only if (M / N ' ) is h-di\ isible. 
2.4 Basic submodule: 
In this section, we focus on the concept of basic submodule of S2-modules. M. 
Z. Khan [35] shows that every S2-module contains a basic submodule, any two 
basic submodules of S2-modules are isomorphic and give the generalization of 
Szele's theorem [20, Theorem 29.4]. 
Definition [2.4.1]: Let M is an S2-module and B is a submdule of M is said to 
be basic if the following hold:. 
(1) B is an h-pure submodule of M. 
(2) B is a direct sum of uniserial submodule. 
(3) M / B is h-divisible. 
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Definition [2.4.2]: Let M be an S2-iTiodule. A subset {x^/A e A} of uniform 
elements ofM is called h-pure independent if it is independent in the sense that 
X Xy( R is direct and Y^A R 'S h-pure submodule of M. 
Now we state the following lemma proved by Surjeet Singh 
Lemma (2.4.3j: Let M be an S2- module. An h-pure independent subset {x^/ A 
e A} is maximal if and only if M / L, where L = X^AR, is a direct sum of 
infinite length uniform submodule. 
Theorem [2.4.4]: Let M be an S2-module, then M contains a basic submodule. 
Proof: Let M be maximal h-pure independent subset of M. Since the union of 
any chain of h-pure submodule is h-pure therefore B = (L) is h-pure and B is 
direct sum of uniserial modules. By [Lemma 2.4.3], M / B is direct sum of 
uniserial modules of infmite length. 
Now we state the generalization of [21, Theorem 29.3]. 
Theorem [2.4.5]: Let M be an S2-module over R and B be a submodule of M 
with B = 4' E°°_^  Bp where each B„ is direct sum of uniserial modules of length 
n then B is basic submodule of M if and only if M = (B1 0 '$ Bn) (l> 
( B',Hn(M)) where B . > B n „ * B , „ 2 * 
Theorem [2.4.6]: Let M be an Sa-module and B be as in [Theorem 2.4.5] B is a 
basic submodule of M if and only if B] <$ Bj •$ <$.• B,, is a direct 
summand of M and is maximal with respect lo the property 
(B,';f + B„)nHn(M) = 0 
Proof: Let B be a basic submodule of M then appealing to [Theorem 2.4.5], we 
get (B1 ^ > ....•}• Bn) n Hn (M) = 0. Let K be the complement of Hn (M) 
containing Bj i<... .4' B„. Then H(x) < n for every uniform element x € K. 
Hence K is bounded. We get K to be a direct summand of M. By [47, Corollar>' 
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I] K is a direct sum of uniserial modules. Now we prove that K = Bi 'f... .'f-Bn. 
Let K = B1 4' . . . . 4' B,„ then we can find a uniform element y G K such that y € 
Bi '+'....if B|-,and Bi '+'....4. Bp't* yR is a summand of M. Due to [Theorem 
2.4.5] we can assume yR '= (B.., H„ (M)). Let zR = Soc(yR) then H(z) < n - 1 
as yR is h-pure and yR n H,, (M) = 0. 
Let M' - B.' + Hn (M) ~ (I) and for each i > n+1, C, = I]' _ ^^ ^ E, - (II). each C, 
being h-pure and bounded is summand of M'. Further, M' = U(C, + H„ (M)). 
Consequently for some i, z G C, + Hp (M). Again using [47. CoroUar}' 1]. we 
can write C, = ^ ya R - (III) where y^ R are uniserial modules. Also M' = C, 4' 
D, - (IV). Since z e C, + H,, (M), z = c + x, c e C, and x G H,, (M). Using (III) 
we get c = X Ua, u„ G y^  R. As H,, (M) £ M', x =^  ^ t^  + w, ta G y^ R and w G D,. 
Now z = i; (Uu + to) + w. Using (IV) we get (UQ + t„) R = 0 or e(u„ + t„) = 1. If 
(u„ + t„) R = 0. then z G H,, (M) which contradicts that II (z) < n - 1. If e(Ua + 
to) = 1 then as C, = ^'._ ^^  B, and u„ + tu G C, we get H (u^ + to) > n. Hence z G 
Hp (M) which is again a contradiction. Consequently K = B i 4» 9 B„. 
Conversely, let B = L7 B,, satisfy the stated condition. Then in order to 
prove that B is a basic submodule, it is enough to prove that M / B is direct of 
uniform submodule of infinite length. If it is not so, then appealing to [47, 
Lemma 2 and Theorem 5] we can find a uniform element u G M such that B f) 
uR = 0 and B it' t^ R is an h-pure submodule of M. Let e(u) = n, then 
(Bi'-t'--..€'B„ 4' uR) n Hn(M) = 0 which contradicts the hypothesis. Hence the 
theorem follows. 
Now we state a generalization of well known result of Kovacs [30, Theorem 29.5]. 
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Theorem |2.4.7]: A submodule N of an S2-module M can be extended to a basic 
submodiile B of M if and only if N = U, C, where C |£ C2 G c Q^ C ; such 
that the height of uniform elements of Cn (Taken in M) are bounded. 
Theorem [2.4.8]: If M be an S2-module, then any two basic submodules are 
isomorphic. 
Theorem [2.4.9]: Let M be an S2-module and B be a basic submodule of M. If N is a 
h-neat submodule of M containing B, then N is h-pure submodule of M. 
Theorem [2.4.10]: If M is an S2-module and N is h-pure submodule of M, then N ' = 
N n M ' , where N ' is a submodule generated by uniform elements of N of infinite 
height. 
Theorem [2.4.11]: Let M be an S2-module and B be a basic submodule of M and N 
be h-neat submodule of M ' . If K is minimal h-neat submodule of M containing B and 
N, then K is h-pure submodule of M and K' = N. 
Some related problem: If M is an S2-module and N is a submodule of M containing 
Hn(M) then the question: 
(i) If B' is a basic submodule of Hn(M), does there exists a basic submodule B of 
MwithHn(B) = B'? 
(ii) If B is a basic submodule of M, does there exists a basic submodule B' of N 
such that B a B ' a H „ ( B ) ? 
Theorem [2.4.12]: If M is an S2-module and B' is a basic submodule of Ht, (M) then 
there exists a basic submodule B of M such that Hk(B) = B'. 
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Proof: Since B' is a basic submodule, B' = '4> y^Ae^ x^ R. As B' ^ Hk (M) there exists 
a uniform element VA e M, such that XA e y^R and d(}'AR / Xf.R) = 1<. Let B. = 4' ^AEA 
y/R, then we prove that B, is h-pure in M. Trivially Soc(B') = Soc(B,). Let x be a 
^ h 
uniform element in Soc(B.), then HB' (X) = HH^M) (X)- NOW let HB' (X) = m then there 
exist a uniform element z e B' such that x e zR and d(zR / xR) = m. Since B' Q W^ 
(B,), there exists a uniform element y e B. such that d(yR / zR) = k. Hence d(yR / 
xR) = k + m. Therefore H B^  (X) = k + m. Since HHKCM) (X) = m, we have Hm (x) = m + 
k. Hence B, is h-pure submodule of M. Now HK (B, < = 'J' X ^k (y/^ R). Let t e Hk 
(y^R) be uniform, then tR = y/;R. Since YAR is totally ordered either tR ^ x^R or x/;R 
£ rR. Trivially X/(R -- tR for otherwise d(y/(R / XAR) > k which is contradiction. Hence 
tR £ XAR and t = x/r for some r € R and we get t e B'. Therefore Hk (B,) £ B'. Thus 
Hk (B,) = B'. Now it easy to see that {y^  : AeA} is maximal h-pure idempotent in the 
h. 
sence that •+• ^ y/R has no summand of length < n. Thus B, can we extended to a 
basic submdule B of M such that B = Sk § B,, where Hk (Sk) = 0. Hence Hk (B) = B'. K 
Theorem [2.4.13]: Let M be an S2-module and N' be a h-pure submodule of Hn(M), 
then there exists a h-pure submodule N of M such that H,, (N) = N'. 
Theorem [2.4.14]: If M is an S2-module and L is a submodule of M such that L 3 Hn 
(M). If L is a high submodule of M, then there exists a high submodule K of L such 
that N a K a Hn (N). 
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Corollarj' [2.4.15]: If M is an S2-module and N is a submodule of M with Hn(M) ^ 
N. If B is a basic submodule of M which is also a high submodule of M, then there 
exists a basic submodule B' of N such that B a B' 3 Hn(B). 
Theorem |2.4.16]: If M is an S2-module and N is a submodule of M such that 
N > Hn (M). If B' is a basic submodule of N, then there exists a basic 
submodule B of M such that B' < B. 
Proof: Since B' is a basic submodule of N therefore by [36, Theorem 2] we can 
write N - S,^  -f N,^  where B' = * S*.^ B, and S„, - Z'l^ B, and N ,^ = 1*.,,,+, B, + 
H,^  (N). Since Soc(NnO = Soc(Hn, (N)). We get S^ fl H,,, (N) = 0. Consequently 
Sm n H„+m(M) = 0 and height of every uniform element of S^ in M is bounded 
by n + m. Since we can also write B' = ir._^ S^ ^ therefore by [36, theorem 4] B' 
can we expended to a basic submodule B of M. Hence the theorem follows. 
2.5 h-dense submodule and some decomposition theorem on Si-
module: 
In this section, we deals with the study of the concept of h-dense 
submodule introduced by M. Z. Khan [32] and give the generalization of a 
number of results of L. Fuchs [20, 21] and C. Megibben [7]. 
Definition [2.5.1]: A submodule N of an Si-module M is called h-dense if M / 
N is h-divisible. 
Proposition [2.5.2]: A submodule N of an S2-module M is h-dense if and only 
if M = N + Hn (M) for every n. 
Corollary [2.5.3]: If N is h-dense in an S2-module M, then ever>' submodule K 
with N e K £ M is also h-dense in M. 
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Proposition |2.5.4]: Let M be an S2-module and B be a basic submodule of M, 
then the following hold: 
(a) Soc(M / B) - Soc(M) / Soc(B). 
(b) Soc(M / B) Soc(H„ (M) /11„ (B)) for every n. 
(c) Soc(Hn (M) / H„ (B)) = Soc(l I, (M) / H,, (B)) for every n, 
(d) Soc(H„(M) = Soc(H„(B)) + Soc(IIn+i (M)) for e\'ery n. 
(e) Soc(H„^, (B)) = Soc(H„(B)) fl Soc(Hn+i (M)) for every n, 
(f) Soc(H, (B)) / Soc(H„+, (B)) .r Soc(H„ (M)) / Soc(Hn^| (M)) for every n, 
Proposition [2.5.5]: If N is an h-pure submodule of an S2-module M, then N is 
h-dense in M if and only if N contains a basic submodule of M. 
Proof: Suppose N is h-dense in M. Let B be a basic submodule of N then B is 
h-pure in M. Also N / B being h-divisible submodule of M / B is a direct 
summand [35, Theorem 4] of M / B. Thus M / B = N / B .f K / B and K / B = 
M / N which is h-div'isible. Hence M / B is also h-divisible. Thus B is a basic 
submodule of M. 
Conversely, suppose that N contains a basic submodule B of M. Then M / N = 
M / B / N / B is h-divisible and hence N is h-dense in M. 
Proposition [2.5.6]: Let M be an S2-module. Then a submodule N containing a 
basic submodule B of M is h-pure if and only if B is h-dense in N. 
The following proposition, a generalization of a result of Megibben [6] 
can be proved easily. 
Proposition [2.5.7]: If K is minimal h-pure submodule of an S2-module M 
containing a submodule N of M such that there is a submodule L of N which is 
h-dense in N and h-pure in M, then K = N. 
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Definition (2.5.8J: Lei M is an S2-module. A subsocle S of M is said to support 
a submodule K of M if Soc(K) - S. 
Theorem [2.5.9]: An h-neat submodule of an S2-module support by an h-dense 
subsocle is h-pure. 
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CHAPTER -
SOME GElEEAUlATIOi 
II ABEUMi 6E0UP 
i^  
CHAPTER - 3 
SOME GENERALIZATION IN ABELIAN GROUP 
3.1 Introduction: 
S. Singh [47] has shown that a large number of decomposition theorems 
true for torsion abelian groups and M. Z. Khan introduced the concept of 
h-neat, h-divisible, basic, quasi-essential and high submodules for S2-module in 
[30, 32, 35, 36, 37] and generalized some results of abelian groups. 
In section 3.2, we give generalization of some results of C. Megibben 
[7] and K. Benabdallah [17]. It is proved that if S is a submodule of an 
S2-module M such that S n H„ (M) =^  0, for some n then there exists an h-pure 
submodule K of M such that Soc(K) = S and (K © H„ (M)) / H„ (M) is h-pure 
submodule of M / Hn (M) and obtained a nice characterization of almost h-
dense submodule. 
M. Z. Khan [34] generalized the concept of h-pure complete groups for 
S2-module and called it h-pure-complete Sa-modules. In section 3.3, we deals 
with the concept of h-pure-complete S2-module as done in [1, 23]. The concept 
of horizontal exponent for Sa-module is introduced by M. Z. Khan in [38]. In 
section 3.4, we deals with the study of useflil characterization of absolute 
summands of Sa-module, as done by K. Honda [19] for primary abelian groups 
and introduce the concept of h-pure complement submodule done in [14] for 
primary abelian groups. 
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3.2 Almost h-dense submodule: 
In this section, we deals with the study of generahzation of some results 
of C. Megibben and K. Benabdallah in [17] by Mofeed Ahmad, A. Halim 
Ansari and M. Z. Khan [27] and the concept of almost h-dense submodule. 
The following theorem, a generalization of a result of C. Megibben [7, 
Lemma 1,] deals with the criterion under which a module is h-pure submodule 
of an other module. 
Theorem [3.2.1]: If M is an S2-module and D is a minimal h-divisible 
submodule containing M' . If K == M + D such that M n D = M' then 
(a) M is h-pure in K. 
(b) K = H e D with H s M / M' 
(c) K = H + M. 
Definition (3.2.2J: A submodule N of an Si-module M is said to be almost 
h-dense in M, if for every h-pure submodule K of M containing N, M / K is 
h-divisible. 
Tlieorem [3.2.3]: Let N be a submodule of an Sa-module M and if N is 
almost h-dense in M such that N ID Soc(Hn (M)), for some n, then there is no 
proper h-pure submodule of M containing N. On the converse, if M contains no 
proper h-pure submodule containing N, then N is almost h-dense. 
Lemma [3.2.4]: Let M be an Si-module and S a submodule of Soc(M) such 
that S n U„ (M) = 0, for some n. Then there exists an h-pure submodule K of 
M such that Soc(K) = S. Furthermore, (K @ H,, (M)) / H,, (M) is h-pure 
submodule of M / Hn (M). 
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Lemma [3.2.5]: Let N be a submodule of an S2-module M, such that for 
some n, N + Hn (M) ^ Soc(H,i_|(M)). Then, there exists a proper h-pure 
submodule H of M such that 
H 3 N + H„ (M) and N + H„ (H) 3 Soc(H„^, (H)). 
Proof: Let T = (N + Hp (M)) n Soc(Hn--i (M)) then T being a bounded and h-
pure submodule of Soc(H„_] (M)), is a direct summand by [47, Theorem 3]. 
Hence Soc(H„^i (M)) = T © S. Since S n H^ (M) = 0 then there exists an h-pure 
submodule K of M such that Soc(K) = S. and (K ® H.^  (M)) / ]\ (M) is h-pure 
submodule of M / Hn (M) by [ lemma 3.2.4]. It is easy to see that 
Soc(K ® Hn (M)) / (Hn (M)) = (S © Hn (M)) / Hn (M). 
Now we have 
0 = Hn (M / H„ (M)) c (S © H„ (M)) / H„ (M) 
cHn_,(M/Hn(M)). 
Therefore, by [37, Theorem 12], (K © Hn (M)) / H, (M) is an absolute 
summand of M / Hn (M) i.e. M / Hn (M) = (K © H, (M)) / Hn (M) © H / Hn (M) 
where H / Hn (M) is the complementary summand of (K © Hn(M)) / Hn(M), 
containing (N + Hn(M)) / Hn(M). We have M = K © H, where K ^ 0. Thus, H is 
h-pure in M. Since H 2 Hn (M), we have H„ (M) - H n H„ (M) = Hn (H). Also 
Soc(Hn_, (M)) 2 Soc(Hn_, (H)) = H n Soc(Hn-i (M)) 3 T, therefore, Soc(Hn_ 
,(H)) = T © (S n Soc(Hn_i (H)), but S n Soc (Hn_i (H)) = 0. This implies that 
Soc(Hn_, (H)) = T and we have N + Hn (H) = N + Hn (M) 3 T = Soc(Hn_, (H)). 
Now we give the generalization of [Theorem 1.6, 18] of K. Benabdallah 
and J. M. Irwin. 
Theorem [3.2.6]: A submodule N of an S2-module M is almost h-dense in 
Mifandonly if 
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N + H„ (M) 3 Soc(H„.| (M)) for all n. 
Proof: Let N satisfy the given condition and K be an h-pure submodule of M, 
containing N. Let M / K is not h-divisible, then there exists a uniform element 
XGSOC(M/K) such that H(x) = m. (m being finite). Let y e M / K be a 
uniform element such that x e yR and d(yR / xR] = m. Then appealing to [47, 
Lemma 1], yR is a summand of M / K with length m ^ 1 .Let us put yR = (yR + 
K) / K = L / K, then M / K = H / K 0 L / K where M / H - L / K is of length m + 
1. Hence, 11^ ,+, (M) c H. This implies that H 3 N + H,,,,, (M) 3 Soc(Hm(M)). 
Since H is h-pure in M then H 3 H„i (M) by [32. Lemma 2J. After a finite 
number of steps we find that H 3 N + H| (M) 3 Soc(M). Hierefore, again by 
[32, Lemma 2] H = M, and so L / K = 0, a contradiction. Hence M / K is h-
divisible, and therefore, N is almost h-dense in M. The converse follows 
immediately from [lemma 3.2.5]. 
Now combining [Theorem 3.2.3 and Theorem 3.2.6] we have. 
Theorem [3.2.7]: Let K be an h-pure submodule of an S2-module M, 
containing a submodule N of M. If K is a minimal h-pure submodule of M 
containing N, then N + H,, (K) 3 Soc(H„^ i (K)) for all n.On the converse, if N + 
Hn (K) 3 Soc(Hn_i (K)) for all n and N 3 Soc(H,„ (K)) for some m, then K is a 
minimal h-pure submodule of M containing N. 
3.3 h-pure completeness: 
In this section, firstly we have given some results on subsocles which 
are needed for dealing with h-pure-complete modules. We have also obtained 
some criterion for subsocles of an h-pure-complete Sa-module to support direct 
summand. 
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Definition (3.3.1): A subsocle S of an S2-vTiodule M is said to support a 
submodule K of M if Soc(K) = S. 
Definition [3.3.2]: An S2-iTiodule M is called h-pure-complete if for eveiy 
subsocle S of N, there exists an h-pure submodule N of M such that 
Soc(N) = S. 
Definition [3.3.3]: An S2-module M is said to be decomposable if it is a 
direct sum of uniserial submodules. 
Lemma [3.3.4]: Let M be an S2-module and let S = US,, be the union of an 
ascending chain of subsocle S,, of M. If S„r) Hn(M) = 0 for n =1, ..., then S 
supports an h-pure submodule of M. 
Proposition [3.3.5]: If a subsocle S of an S2-module M supports an h-pure 
submodule K of M then 
(i) Soc(M/S) = Soc(K/S)©Soc(M/S) 
(ii) For any uniform element x + S e Soc(M / S), with x + S = (y + S) + 
(z + S) 
where y e K, z e Soc(M) we have 
HM/S(X + S ) - M in {HM/s(y + S), HM/S(Z + S)}. 
Proposition [3.3.6]: Let N and K be h-pure submodule of an S2-module M 
such that Soc(M) = Soc(N) + Soc(K). If for every uniform element x e 
Soc(M), with x == y + z where y e Soc(N) and z e Soc(K), 
H(x) = min {H(y), H(z)}, then M = N 0 K. 
The following theorem, a generalization of [21, Lemma 73.2] provides a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a subsocle to support a summand of an h-
pure-complete S2-module. 
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Theorem (3.3.7]: A subsocle S of an h-pure-complete S2-module M 
supports a summand of M if and only if S is the image of a projection of 
Soc(M). 
Proof: If N is a summand of M supported by S, then trivially, the projection 
n : M -> N restricted to Soc(M) induces a projection Soc(M) -^ Soc{N). 
Hence, S is an image of Soc(M). Conversely, suppose that there exists a 
projection 11 : Soc(M) -> S. For any uniform element x e Soc(M), we have x = 
n'(>^) + (1 - ri ') (x). Therefore. W (Soc(M)) = S and (1 - W) (Soc(M)) are 
subsocle of M. Also, as M is h-pure-complete, these subsocle will support h-
pure submodule N and K respectively such that Soc(M) = Soc(N) ® Soc(K) 
and for any uniform element x e Soc(M), with x = y + z, where y e Soc(N), z 
e Soc(K), H(x) - min (H(y), H(z)}. Hence by [Proposition 3.3.6] M = N 0 K. 
This proves the theorem. 
Theorem [3.3.8]: A decomposable S2-module M is h-pure-complete. 
Corollary [3.3.9]: If an S2-module is decomposable, then a subsocle S of M 
supports a summand of M if and only if S is the image of a projection of 
Soc(M). 
Theorem [3.3.10]: A reduced h-pure-complete Sa-module M is separable. 
The following lemma is trivially true. 
Lemma [3.3.11]: Let K be the submodule of an S2-module M, then 
H„ (M / K) = (Hn (M) + K) / K for all n. 
Lemma [3.3.12]: Let M, K be S2-module with K bounded and S be a 
subsocle of M © K. Let N be an h-pure submodule of M supported by S n M. 
Then S supports an h-pure submodule of M @ K which contains N. 
Proof: Using [lemma 3.3.11], we have 
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( (S+N) /NnH„( (MeK) /N) 
= ((S + N) / N) n Hn(M e K) + N) / N 
= ((S + N) / N) n (Hn(M) + N) / N 
= 0 
Since S n M supports N. Therefore (S + N) / N is discrete subsocle of 
(M © K) / N which yields that (S + N) / N is supports an h-pure submodule 
N' / N of (M e K) / N and therefore (S + N) / N = Soc(N' / N). Now we assert 
tliat S = Soc (N'). Trivially if x e S then x e Soc(N'). Let y be the uniform 
element of in Soc(N') with y 0 N, then y eSoc(N7N) = (S + N)/N and 
hence y e S therefore S = Soc(N'). Since N is h-pure submodule of M and M is 
h-pure in M © K. Thus N is h-pure in M ® K. Also N' / N is h-pure in (M © K) 
/ N, therefore N' is h-pure submodule of M @ K. 
As shown by P. Hill and C. Megibben [41], the direct sum of two h-
pure-complete modules need not be h-pure-complete. However, the following 
theorem which is a generalization of a result of P. Hill and C. Megibben [41, 
Theorem 5.2] shows that the direct sum is h-pure-complete under certain 
conditions. 
Theorem [3.3.13]: Suppose M and K are Sa-modules. If M is h-pure-
complete and K is decomposable, then M ® K is h-pure complete. 
The following proposition is a generalization of [15, Lemma LI 1] of K. 
Benabdallah, J. M. Irwin and M. Rafiq. 
Proposition [3.3.14]: Let M be an S2-module which is not decomposable. If 
K is minimal submodule of M such that both K and M / K are decomposable, 
then for every uniform element x e Soc(K). HK(X) < HM(X). 
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Corollary [3.3.15]: Let M be an S2-module which is not decomposable. If 
K is minimal submodule of M such that both K and M / K are decomposable, 
then K contains no non-zero h-pure submodule of M. 
Proposition [3.3.16]: Let M be an S2-moduIe and M' = 0. If K is a non-zero 
submodule of M such that M / K is decomposable then there exists a 
submodule N ofK such that N^Kand M/N is decomposable. . 
Theo rem [3.3.17]: Let M be an S2-module which is not decomposable and 
K be a submodule of M such that K and M / K arc decomposable. Then K is 
minimal with respect to these properties if and only if K = M'. 
Definition [3.3.18]: An S2-module M is called hereditary h-pure-complete if 
every submodule of M is h-pure-complete. 
The following theorem is partially generalizes fl5. Theorem 2.12]. 
Theorem [3.3.19]: If M is an Sa-module which is decomposable, then M is 
hereditary h-pure-complete. 
3.4 Concept of horizontal exponent and h-pure absolute 
summand in S2-module: 
In this section, we deals with the study of concept of horizontal 
exponent and characterization of absolute summand of S2-nioduIe by M. Z. 
Khan, R. Bano, M. Kalimuddin and Rafiquddin [22] and shown that in 
S2-module, h-pure absolute summand coincide with absolute summand. 
In this section, we use the notion of horizontal exponent in deriving a 
characterization for absolute summand. 
Definition [3.4.1]: Let M be an S2-module then the horizontal exponent of 
M is defined to be a number n such that H""' (0) c H, (M) but H" (0) c H, (M), 
and symbolically we write h(M) = n 
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Remark [3.4.2]: Let M be an S2-module. If there is no such n, then we write 
h(M) = 0. In other words if H" (0) c Hi (M) for each n, then M is h-divisible 
and we write h(M) = 0. 
Lemma [3.4.3]: If M is an S2-module, y and y' are uniform elements in M. 
Then y - y' e H"(0) if and only if H„(yR) = H, (y'R). 
Proof: Let y - y' e H"(0), the (y - y') R = ® S w, R, where w,R are uniserial 
submodule with Hp (w.R) = 0. Hence yR c Z w.R + y'R and get H„ (yR) c Hp 
(y'R). Similar is other inclusion. Thus H,, (yR) = H,, (y'R). Now let H,, (yR) = Hn 
(y'R) = wR, then d (yR / wR) = n and d (y'R / wR) = n. Therefore appealing to 
condition (II) of S2-modu!e, we get e (y - y') < n, consequently y - y' e H"(0). 
Proposition [3.4.4]: If M is an S2-module then H" (0) e H, (M) if and only 
if Soc(M) c H„(M) for all n > L 
Now as application of [Proposition 3.4.4J we have the following result. 
Proposition [3.4.5]: If M is an S2'i'nodule then h(M) = n if and only if 
Soc(M) c Hn., (M) and Soc(M) £ H^ (M). 
Proposition [3.4.6]: If M is an S2-module and h(M) = n, then every uniform 
element x in M such that x ^ Hi(M) is of at least length n. 
It is well known [47, Theorem 7] that if h(M) = n, then M may have a 
submodule N such that h(N) > n. Now we show that a submodule N of M under 
some condition have the same horizontal exponent. 
Theorem [3.4.7]: If N is h-pure submodule of an S2-module M such that 
h(M/N) = Othenh(N) = h(M). 
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Theorem [3.4.8]: If S is a subsocle of an Sz-module M such that Soc(M) = S 
+ Soc(Hk (M)) for all k > 0, then S supports a submodule N of M such that 
h(M) - h(N). 
Theorem [3.4.9]: If M is an S2-module and N is a submodule of M such that 
Hn (N) = Hn(M) where n = h(N), then N is h-neat submodule of M. 
Now we give our main result of this section, which gives a 
characterization for absolute summand. 
Theorem [3.4.10]: If M is an S2-module and N is a non h-divisible 
submodule of M, then N is absolute summand of M if and only if Hn (N) = Hn 
(M) where n = h(N). 
Lemma [3.4.11]: If N is absolute summand of an S2-module M such that H^ 
(N) i^ H„(M) where n = h(N), then Soc(N) ^ Soc(Hn(M)) and Soc(Hn(M)) £ 
Soc(N). 
Proof: Suppose Soc(N) c Soc(Hn (M)). then Soc(N) = Soc(N n Hn (M)). As 
N is absolute summand, it is h-pure in M. Hence Soc(N) = Soc(Hn (N)) which 
contradicts the fact that h(N) = n. Therefore Soc(N) $ Soc(Hn (M)). Now 
suppose Soc(Hn (M)) c Soc(N). Since N is absolute summand, M = N © T 
where T is a complement of N, which yields Hn (M) = H„ (N) © Hn (T). So 
Soc(Hn (M)) = Soc(Hn (N)) © Soc(Hn (M)). Now Soc(Hn (M)) = Soc(N) n 
Soc(Hn (M)) = Soc(N n Hn (M)) = Soc(H„ (N)). Hence Hn (T) = 0 and we get 
Hn (M) = Hn (N) which is a contradiction. Therefore Soc(Hn (M)) c Soc(N). 
Lemma [3.4.12]: If S and T are subsocle of an Si-module M such that S g 
T and T £ S then there exists a subsocle W of M such that Soc(M) = S © W 
and T s S n T © T n W. 
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Remark [3.4.13]: L,el M be an S2-module and K be a submodule of M, then 
a submodule N of M is called h-pure complement of K if N is maximal with 
respect to being h-pure in M and N n K = 0. 
Definition J3.4.14]: If N is a submodule of an Sj-module M, then N is 
called h-pure absolute summand if for any h-pure complement K of N, 
M = N e K . 
Theorem f3.4.15J: If M is an S2-module and N is submodule of M. If K is 
an h-pure complement of N then K is a complement of N. 
Proof: Suppose Soc(N) ^ Soc(M). If every uniform element of Soc(M) is of 
infinite height then by [35, lemma 2] M is h-divisible. Hence by virtue of [34, 
Corollar} 4] and complement T of N is h-neat in M. Therefore T is h-pure 
submodule of M. If Soc(M) g M ' , then we assert that there is a uniform 
element in Soc(M) which is not in Soc(N) such that it is of finite length. Since 
Soc(M) (Z M ' , we can find a uniform element x e Soc(M) such that HM (X) < 
00. Let y be a uniform element in Soc(M) such that y ^ Soc(N) and HM(y) = oo. 
Trivially x + y ^ M ' , hence x + y e Hn(M) but x + y ^ H„+i (M) for some n. 
Therefore there exists an h-pure submodule T of M such that Soc(T) = (x + 
y)R, Hn+i (T) = 0 and T n N = 0. Now let K be an h-pure complement of N. If 
Soc((N ® K) / K) ?!: Soc(M / K), then we can get an h-pure submodule L / K of 
M / K such that L / K (N ® K) / K = 0 and this will contradict the fact that K is 
h-pure complement of N. Hence Soc((N ® K) / K) = Soc(M / K). So we get 
Soc(N) © Soc(K) •= Soc(M). Therefore by [31, Lemma 3] K is complement of 
N. 
It is trivial to see that absolute summands are h-pure absolute 
summands. Now we prove that h-pure absolute summands are also absolute 
summand for this we consider an S2-module with the condition that for any 
finitely generated submodule N of M, R / ann(N) is right artinian. 
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Theorem [3.4.16]: If M is an S2-module satisfying the condition that for 
any finitely generated submodule N of M, R / ann(N) is right artinian, then 
eveiy h-pure absolute summand of M is absolute summand. 
Proof: Let N be an h-pure absolute summand of M. If Soc(N) c M ' , then N is 
h-divisible and hence N is absolute summand of M. Suppose Soc(N) c: M", 
then we can find a positive integer k such that Soc(N) c: Soc(H|, (M)) but 
Soc(N) £ Soc{Hk+i (M)). Hence there is a uniform element x € Soc(N) such 
that H{x) = k. Let y be a uniform element in SOC(HK+I ( M ) ) such that y ^ 
Soc(N), then x + y g Soc(N) and x + y s SOC(HK ( M ) ) but x + y ^ Soc(H|,+i 
(M)). It is easy to see that (x + y)R n N = 0 because if it is not so then (x + y)r 
e N for some r e R. So yr e N, consequently y e N as yrR = yR. Therefore (x 
+ y)R n N = 0. Appealing to [47, Lemma 1] we get a uniform h-pure 
submodule K of M such that d(K) = n + 1 and Soc(K) = (x + y)R. Hence K is 
h-pure complement of N. Hence by assumption M == K ® N. Now we show that 
y ^ Soc(H^+i (M)). If y e Soc(Hk+i (M)), then y e 14+, (N). Hence y e Soc(N), 
which is contradiction. Therefore SOC(HK+, (M)) C SOC(N) C SOC(I4 ( M ) ) . 
Hence [37, Theorem 12] N is absolute summand of M. 
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THE CONCEPT OF h-PURITY IN QTAG-
MODULE 
4.1 Introduction: 
Surjeet Singh [47] studied modules with two conditions were named S2-
module and give the various generalization of groups have been extended for 
module with two conditions. Later Khalid Benabdullah and M. Z. Khan [16, 
30] continued the study of modules satisfying the both two conditions and 
called them TAG-module. 
In this chapter, we consider a module satisfying following condition (1), 
and we call them QTAG-modules i.e. 
(1) Every finitely generated submodule of a homomorphic image of M is a 
direct sum of uniserial module. 
S. Singh [47] discuss the concept of pure subgroup for a module 
satisfying some restricted condition. C. Megibben introduced the concept of 
kernel of purity for abelian group in [5]. He gave a number of characterization 
of this notion. In [12], J. D. Moore introduced the concept of imbedded 
subgroup of primary abelian group. M. Z. Khan and Rafiquddin [25] 
developed the study of imbedded submodule for QTAG-module and give some 
nice characterization of regularly imbedded submodule. 
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4.2 h-pure Submodule: 
The purpose of this section is to study the concept of h-pure submodule 
of QTAG-module and related result generalized in [32]. Some of the result 
proved by J. Irwin and Khalid Benabdullah. 
Definition [4.2.1]: If M is a QTAG-module, then a submodule N of M is 
called h-pure if and only if Hi (N) = N n HK (M) for all k > 0. 
Proposition [4.2.2]: If N is h-pure submodule of M such that See M = T ® 
Soc N. Then the following hold. 
(1) Soc(M/N) = T ® N / N . 
(2) For every submodule H of M with Soc(H) = Soc(N), HM/N (X + N) < 
HM/H (X + H) where x is uniform in T. 
Corollary [4,2.3]: In above proposition, UM/H (X + H) = HM/N (X + N), X 6 T 
if any one of the following hold. 
(i) H and N are both h-pure in M. 
(ii) HcN. 
Proposition [4.2.4]: Let T be a subsocle of M and N is h-pure submodule of 
M such that Soc(N) = T then / : M / T - > M / N i s height preserving on 
Soc(M) / T. 
Theorem [4.2.5]: Let N be a h-pure submodule of QTAG-module M, H be a 
submodule of N containing Soc(N). Let Soc M = T @ Soc H with T © H / H = 
Soc(K / H) where K / H is h-pure submodule of M / H which is direct sum of 
cyclic modules. Then N is a summand of M and M / N is direct sum of cyclic 
modules. 
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Corollary [4.2.6]: Lei S be a subsocle of M such that S = Soc(N) for some 
h-pure submodule N of QTAG-module M. If M / S is direct sum of cychc 
modules then so is M. 
Proposition [4.2.7]: If M is a module and N is h-pure submodule of 
QTAG-module M with same socle, then N = M. 
Proof: Suppose ever>' uniform element x e M with e(x) = n is in N. Let y be a 
uniform element in M such that e(y) = n + 1, put zR = Soc(yR), then by h-
purity of N then there exists a uniform element u e N such that z e uR and 
d(uR / zR) = n. Hence by property II, there is an isomorphism a : yR -> uR, 
yr <r^ ur and o is identity on zR. Define r\ : yR -> (y - a(y))R such that yr -^ 
(y - a(y))r, then r\ is an R-epimomorphism with zR c Ker i]. Hence e(y - a(y)) 
< d(yR / zR) = n. Therefore y - a(y) e N and the assertion follows. 
Lemma [4.2.8]: If N is h-pure submodule of QTAG-module M such that 
SOC(HK (M)) e N for some non-negative integer k, then H|, (M) e N. 
Lemma [4.2.9]: If K is h-pure submodule of QTAG-module M then 
Soc(Hn(M / K)) = Soc(H„ (M)) + K / K. 
Theorem [4.2.10]: If M is a QTAG-module such that M / N is direct sum of 
cyclic modules for some submodule N of M. Let K be an h-pure submodule of 
QTAG-module M such that Soc(H„ (K)) c N c K for some n. Then M / K is 
direct sum of cyclic modules and K is a direct summand of M. 
Proof: Let/be onto homomorphism M / N -^ M / K then trivially/maps 
Soc(Hn (M)) + N / N onto Soc(H„ (M)) + K / K. For any uniform x G Soc(Hn 
(M)), HM/K (X + K) > n. Let X := X + K and HM/K (X) = I, then / > n. Now as in 
[Proposition 4.2.7], d{yR/xR) = I for some uniform element y e M / K. 
Hence again by [47, Lemma 2] there is a uniform element y' e M such that 
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e(y') = e( y) = / + 1 and y' - y. Lei zR = Soc(y'R), then z e Soc 11/ (M) c 
Soc(H„(M)) and diy 'R/zR) = I . x - zr e K for some r e R. But K is h-pure, 
(-' ~ ^ X - zr G Soc(Hn K)) ^ N, consequently x + N = zr + N and d y R / zrR = 
d (y 'R fzR) = 1 in M / N. Therefore H^iu (x + N) > /. Obviously HM/N (X + K) 
< Hf,4/N (x + N) and so HM/N (X + N) = HM'K (X + K). Appealing to [10, Theorem 
1] and above argument of height preservation, we get Soc(H,i (M) + K / K as 
direct sum of cyclic modules. By [Lemma 4.2.9], Soc(H„(M / K) is direct sum 
of cyclic modules. Therefore M /K is direct sum of cyclic modules. Hence by 
[48, Theorem 9] which is true for our module, we get K, a direct summand of 
M. 
4.3 Kernel of h-purity: 
M. Z. Khan [33] introduced the concept of kernel of h-purity for QTAG-
module and generalized almost all the results of C. Megibben [5] and obtained 
some nice characterization. 
Definition [4.3.1]: If M is a QTAG-module, then a submodule N of M is 
called h-neat if and only if H, (N) = N n H, (M). 
Definition [4.3.2]: Let M be a QTAG-module. Then M is called h-divisible 
ifH,(M) = M. 
Definition [4.3.3]: If K is a submodule of a QTAG-module M, then the 
minimal h-neat submodule N of M containing K is called h-neat hull of K. 
Definition [4.3.4]: If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M, then N is 
called kernel of h-purity if h-neat hulls of N are h-pure submodule of M. 
It is trivial to see that every h-pure submodule is kernel of h-purity. 
Firstly we state the some of the result proved in [49]. 
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Lemma [4.3.5]: If A and B are any two uniserial submodules of a QTAG-
module M such thai A n B ^ 0 and d(A) < d(B) then there exists a 
nionomorphism a : A -> B which is identity on A n B. 
Lemma [4.3.6]: If M is a QTAG-module, then the following holds, 
(I) For any uniform elements x and y in M with x e vR, d(yR / xR) = 
m if and only if H„i (yR) = xR. 
(II) If X and y are the predecessors of a uniform element z, then there is 
an isomorphism. 
a : xR ^ yR such that a is identity on zR. 
(III) For any uniform element x and y in M, x ~ y e Soc(M) if and only 
ifH|(xR) = H,(yR). 
It is shown in [32, Lemma 2] that if N is h-pure submodule of M such 
that Soc(H,i (M)) e N, then Hn (M) Q N . Here we give a characterization for 
this condition. 
Proposition [4.3.7]: If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M and n is 
any positive integer, then Soc(Hn (M)) c N implies Hn (M) e N if and only if 
for any uniform element x e N n H,, (N) and y g N, where y is a predecessor 
of x in Hn-i (M) there exists a uniform element z e M such that e(z) = n and 
Soc(zR)£N. 
Proof: Let Soc(Hn(M)) c N such that Hn(M) € N. Let t be a uniform element 
in Hn(M) of smallest exponent such that t g N,then we can find a submodule 
uR c tR such that d(tR / uR) = 1, then u e N n Hn+i(M). Hence by the given 
condition there is a uniform element z e M, e(z) = n + 1 and Soc(zR) g N. But 
d(zR / Soc(zR) = n. Therefore, Soc(Hn (M)) S N, a contradiction. Hence Hp 
(M) c N. For the converse, suppose there does not exist any uniform element z 
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6 M such that e(z) = n and Soc(zR) £ N. Trivially Soc(H„.i (M)) c N for 
otherwise we can find a uniform element y e M such that e(y) == n and Soc(yR) 
2 N. Hence Hn-i (M) c N. Hence every predecessor of x G N n H„ (M) in Hn.j 
(M) will be an element of N, which is again a contradiction. Hence the result 
follows. 
Theorem [4.3.8]: If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M, then N is 
kernel of h-purity if and only if for all positive integers n whenever x is a 
uniform element in N n Hp+i (M), then either y + z e N n Hn (M) for some 
z e Soc(M) where y is a predecessor of x, or Soc(M) / Soc(N) c H,, (M / 
Soc(N)). 
Proposition [4.3.9]: If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M. If Soc(M) 
= Soc(N) + Soc(Hn (M)) for all n or H, (M) c N, then N is kernel of h-purity. 
Theorem [4.3.10]: If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M such that 
M / N is h-divisible, then N is kernel of h-purity in M if and only if Soc(M) = 
Soc(N) + Soc(H„ (M)) for all n. 
Corollary [4.3.11]: If N is an h-pure submodule of a QTAG-module M 
such that M / N is h-divisible, then Soc(M) = Soc(N) + Soc(Hn (M)) for all n. 
Theorem [4.3.12]: If N c K are submodule of a QTAG-module M such that 
N is h-neat in K and Soc(K) = Soc(N) + Soc(H„ (K)) for all n. If K is kernel of 
h-purity, then N is also kernel of h-purity. 
Theorem [4.3.13]: If S is a subsocle of a QTAG-module M, then S is kernel 
of h-purity in M if and only if any one of the following holds. 
(a) S n Hn (M) ^  0 for all positive integers n and Soc(M) = S + Soc(Hn 
(M)) for all n. 
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(b) There is a minimal positive integer n such that S n Hp+i (M) ^ 0 and 
Soc(M) = S + Soc(Hn., (M)). 
4.4 Imbedded submodule of QTAG-module: 
M. Z. Khan [25] give the concept of imbedded submodules of QTAG-
module and obtained some nice characterization. The purpose of this section is 
to further develop the study of imbedded submodules and to see that how far 
they are related with kernel of h-purity and we also discussed the result of 
kernel of h-purity. 
Definition [4.4.1]: A submodule N of a QTAG-module M is called 
imbedded if there exists a function / : z^  -> z ,^ z is the set of non-negative 
integers such that N n H/(„) (M) c Hn(N). We call / an imbedding function for 
NinM. 
Definition [4.4.2]: If / be an imbeddeding function for submodule N in 
QTAG-module M, then N is called \ -imbedded submodule of M. 
Definition [4.4.3]: If / be an imbedding function for submodule N in 
QTAG-module M such that I' : z* -> z and Vixi) > l{n) for every n then N is 
called /'-imbedded. 
Remark [4.4.4]: 
(i) /-Imbedded submodule are exactly h-pure submodule. 
(ii) If N be /-imbedded submodule, then N n H/(n+i) (M) c Hn+i (N) c Hn 
(N) 
Definition [4.4.5]: If 3 = { / : z"^  -> z^  | / is an imbedding function for N in 
M} then obviously 5 contains a minimal /' such that /'(n) < /(n) for every n e 
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X and / e 5 ; we call /' the minimal imbedding function for N in QTAG-
module M. 
Now firstly we state the elementary result proved in [24]. 
Proposition [4.4.6]: If N and K are submodule of a QTAG-module M such 
that N Q K then the following hold. 
(1) If N is imbedded in M then N is imbedded in K. 
(2) If N is imbedded in K and K is imbedded in M then N is imbedded in 
M. 
(3) If K is imbedded in M then K / N is imbedded in M / N. 
(4) If N is imbedded in M and K / N is imbedded in M / N then K is 
imbedded in M. 
(5) If N is imbedded in M then N n M' = N ' , where M' is the 
submodule of M consisting of elements of infinite height in M. 
Now we write some results which show that imbedded submodules 
under some condition are h-pure submodules. 
Proposition [4.4.7]: If N is imbedded submodule of QTAG-module M such 
that M / N is h-divisible then N is h pure in M. 
Proposition [4.4.8]: If N is a imbedded submodule of QTAG-module M 
with minimal imbedding function / and K is h-pure in N with N / K as 
h-divisible. Then / is the minimal imbedding function for K in M. 
Proof: Trivially I is an imbedding function for K. Let /' be the minimal 
imbedding function for K and x e N n H;'(n) (M), then as N / K is h-divisible 
we get X € H^ ( N / K) where m = max { Z'(n), n}. Consequently x = y + a, y e 
Hn, (N) and a € K, so X - y € K n) H/-(n) (M e Hn (K). Hence x e H^ (N) + Hn 
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(K) c H„ (N + K) - Hn (N). Therefore /'(n) > /(n) for each n and we get / = /' as 
desired. 
Proposition [4.4.9]: If N is a submodulc of a QTAG-moduIe M and K is a 
basic submodule of N. Then N is imbedded in M if and onl\ if K is imbedded 
in M. Further in this case there exists a basic submodule B of M such that 
B n N = K.and B / K is a basic submodule of M / K. Also if H„ (A) c K c A 
for some h-pure submodule A of B, then Hp (T) c: N cr 1 for some h-pure 
submodule T of M. 
4.5 Regularly imbedded submodule of QTAG-module: 
In this section, we state a condition under which a regular imbedded 
submodule is kernel of h-purity and give a nice characterization of kernel of h-
purity. We also state a characterization of regularly imbedded submodule 
which are approximate h-pure. 
Definition [4.5.1]: A submodule K of a QTAG-module M is called 
regularly imbedded with index m, where m is a non-negative integer if 
K n H|,+m (M) = Hi, (K n H„, (M)) for all non-negative integer k. 
Remark [4.5.2]: 
(I) If / : z^  -> z"^  given as /(k) = k + m, then every regularly imbedded 
submodule with index m is also / -imbedded submodule of M. 
(II) If K is regularly imbedded submodule of M such that K e N and N is 
h-pure submodule of M, then K is regularly imbedded in N. 
Proposition [4.5.3]: If K is a submodule of a QTAG-module M and N is a 
h-neat hull of K such that Soc(M) = Soc(K) + Soc(Hn (M)) for all integers n, 
then N n Ht(M) = Ht(N) for all t < n + 1 
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Now we state a eondition under which a regularly imbedded submodule 
is kernel of h-purity. 
Proposition [4.5.4]: If M is a QTAG-module and K is regularly imbedded 
in M with index n. If N is h-neat hull of K such that N n Hs (M) = Hs (N) for 
all s < n. Then N is h-pure submodule of M. 
Now combining [Proposition 4.5.3 and Proposition 4.5.4] we have the 
following result. 
Theorem [4.5.5]: If M is a QTAG-module and K is regularly imbedded 
submodule of M with index n such that Soc(M) == Soc(K) + Soc(Hn.i (M)). 
Then K is kernel of h-purity in M. 
Proposition [4.5.6]: If M is a QTAG-module and K is a submodule of M 
such that K is kernel of h-purity in M and for any n > 0, K n Hn+i(M) ^ H] 
(K). Then Soc(M) - Soc(K) + Soc(H„ (M)). 
Corollary [4.5.7]: If K is a submodule of a QTAG-module M such that K is 
the kernel of h-purity and Soc(K) is not h-dense in Soc(M), then.K n Hn+i(M) 
c Hi (K) for some n. 
Now we give a complete characterization of kernel of h-purity. 
Theorem [4.5.8]: A submodule K of a QTAG-module M is kernel of h-
purity if and only if any one of the following is satisfied. 
[ 1 ] Soc(M) = Soc(K) + Soc(Hn (M)) for eveiy n > 0 
[2] There exists an integer n > 1 such that 
(a) Soc(M) = Soc(K) + Soc(Hn-i (M)). 
(b) K is regularly imbedded submodule of M with index n. 
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Now we obtain a characterization of regularly imbedded submodules 
which are approximately h-pure. 
Preposition [4.5.9]: Let K be a submodule of a QTAG-module M and N be 
h-pure submodule of M such that K c N and Hn(N) c K for some n. Then K is 
regular!}' imbedded submodule oi"M with index n. 
Proposition [4.5.10]: If K is submodule of QTAG-module M then for any 
non-negative integer n, Soc(M) = A ® B ® C ® D where 
(1) Soc(K) = B ® C 
(2) Soc(Hn_, (M)) = C 0 D 
(3) AnH„_,(M) = 0 
Proof: Let C = K n Soc(Hn^, (M)) then Soc(K) = C ® B for some submodule 
B of Soc(K) and Soc(Hn^,(M)) = C ® D. Now Soc(K) © Soc(Hn ,^ (M)) is a 
submodule of Soc(M). Hence Soc(M) = A 6 (Soc(K) + Soc(Hn_,(M)) and we 
get the desired result. 
Proposition [4.5.11]: If K is a regularly imbedded submodule of M with 
index n, then there exists a kernel of h-purity N such that K c N c M and 
Soc(N) n Hn__, (M) c K. 
Proposition [4.5.12]: If K is a / -imbedded submodule of a QTAG-module 
M such that / (n) > n for every n and Soc(Hk (M)) c K then H /(k +1) (M) c K. 
Proof: Trivially Soc(H /(k+i) (M)) c K. Now suppose every uniform element 
x e Ui(k+\) (M) with exponent n lies inside K. Let y be a uniform element in 
H;{k+i)(M) such that e(y) = n + 1. Let zR be the maximal submodule of yR then 
by supposition z € K n Hi^k+i) (M) c Hk+i (K). Let w be a predecessor of z in 
Hk(K) then by [15, Lemma 1], y - w 6 Soc(M) n Hk (M) = Soc(Hk (M)) c K. 
Hence y e K and we get the result. 
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Now in the end we given a characterization of regularly imbedded 
submodule. 
Theorem (4.5.13): A submodule K of a QTAG-module M is regularly 
imbedded if and only if tliere exists a h-pure submodule N of M such that K c 
N and N / K is bounded. 
Proof: Let K be regularly imbedded in M with index n for some n. Then by 
[Proposition 4.5.10] there is a submodule T of M such that T is kernel of h-
purity and Soc(T) n Hn_i (M) Q K. Let N be a h-neat hull of T then T is h-pure 
in M. Hence Soc(H„_, (N)) = Soc(N) n H„_| (M) - Soc(T) n H„_, (M) c K. K is 
also regularly imbedded submodule of N with index n. Choosing 
/: z* -> z^ given as / (k) = k + n, we get K to be / -imbedded submodule of N. 
Now appealing to [Proposition 4.5.12], we get H;(n)(N) = H2„(N) c K. 
Therefore N / K is bounded. The converse follows from [Proposition 4.5.6]. 
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CHAPTER - 5 
SOME STRUCTURE IN TAG-MODULE AND 
QTAG MODULE 
5.1 Introduction: 
The study of various structure for QTAG-module was firstly studied by 
S. Singh. The structure theory of such modules has been developed on similar 
line as that of torsion abelian groups. In section 5.2, we deals with the study of 
a*-isotype submodule of QTAG-module. M. Z. Khan, S. Singh and Rafiquddin 
[26], analogous to h-pure submodules, a*-isotype submodules and to obtain 
some nice characterization [Theorem 5.2.8] and Further a nice characterization 
for h-pure submodule is obtained [Corollary 5.2.11]. Lastly we state a very 
fundamental result on QTAG-module [Lemma 5.2.13] and as an application, 
we established an isomorphism between two quotient modules [Theorem 
5.2.10] and a necessary and sufficient condition under which every h-neat 
submodule is h-pure [Theorem 5.2.15]. 
In section 5.3, K. M. Ben Abdallah and J. M. Irwin [17] introduced the 
concept of almost dense subgroups of primary abelian groups. Later in [27], M. 
Z. Khan and A. H. Ansari, Mofeed Ahmad introduced the concept of almost h-
dense submodules of S2-module. M. Z. Khan [28] introduced the concept of /-
dense submodule of a QTAG-module and give a nice characterization of l-
dense submodule of QTAG-module [Theorem, 5.3.10] similar to 
characterization of almost h-dense submodule. 
Alveera Mehdi and M. Z. Khan [3], introduced the concept of h-neat 
submodule of S2-module and to generalize some of the result of Khalid Ben 
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Abdallah [18]. In section 5.4, we deals with the study of h-neat envelope of S2-
module. 
In section 5.5. M. Z. Khan and A. Zubair [29] initiated the study of 
quasi h-pure submodule for QTAG-modules and obtained several 
characterization for quasi h-pure submodule. The main purpose of this section 
is to introduce the concept of quasi h-pure submodule, a weaker version of h-
pure submodules. Here we discuss several characterization of quasi h-pure 
submodule [Theorem 5.5.10 and Theorem 5.5.11] and as a consequences we 
deduce as [Corollary 5.5.13]. 
5.2 a*-Isotype submodule of QTAG-module: 
In this section, we focus on a*-isotype submodules of QTAG-module. 
M. Z. Khan, S. Singh and Rafiquddin [26], extended the study of h-pure 
submodule to a*-isotype submodule and obtained some nice characterization 
of a*-isotype submodule of QTAG-module. They applied the result to find the 
necessary and sufficient condition for a submodule to be kernel of h-purit}', a 
concept induce in [33]. 
Definition [5.2.1]: A submodule N of a QTAG-module M is said to be 
h-pure if N n Hn(M) = H^ (N) for every n > 0. 
Definition [5.2.2]: A submodule N of a QTAG-module M is said to be 
h-neat if NnH, (M) = H,(N). 
Remark [5.2.3]: 
1. For any a, Ha(M) is defined inductively as HQ ( M ) = M. 
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2. If H,5 (M) is defined for all p < a then 1-I„ (M) = n,i<a Hp (M) 
provided a is a limit ordinal. 
3. If a is not a ordinal and a = 5+1 then H^ (M) = H, (lis(M)). 
Definition [5.2.4]: A submodule N of QTAG-module M is called a*-
isotype if N n Ho,(M) = H^^ (N) for every ordinal a < a*. 
Proposition [5.2.5]: If M is a QTAG-module and x be an uniform element 
in M and K is a submodule maximal with the property that x ^ K but y e K 
where y is a successor of x. If x e Hp (M) and y e Hp+i (K) for some ordinal fi 
then H„ (K) = K n H„ (M) for every a < P + 1. 
Proof: Trivially for a = 0, the statement is true. Let I-I^  (K) = K n H^  (M) for 
a < P and w e K n H^ +i (M) be a uniform element then for some uniform 
element u e HQ (M). We have d(uR / wR) = 1. Trivially w e K n H^  (M) = H^ 
(K). If u G K then u e H^ (K) and w e Ha+i (K). Let u g K and L - k + uR 
then by hypothesis x G L and x = K + ur. Trivially urR = uR otherwise x e K. 
Now X g Hp (M) e H^ (M), so we get k e K n H^ (M) = H<, (K). Further uR = 
urR e xR + kR, then we have wR = H, (uR)cH, (xR) + H, (kR) c H +^, (K) 
which yields that H,,(K) = K n H<, (M) for all a < p + 1. 
Proposition [5.2.6]: If N is a submodule of QTAG-module M, P is an 
ordinal or the symbol the oo and x is an uniform element in M. If A is a subset 
of M such that for each ordinal a < P there is an element a e A with an 
element a G A with a G N + Soc(H(j(M)) + yR where y is a successor of x. If K 
is maximal with the property that x g K and K 2 N + yR + (x - a)R for every 
a G A. Then H^ (K) = K n H„ (M) for every a < p. 
Corollary [5.2.7]: If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M and p is an 
ordinal and x is an uniform element in M such that x G N + Soc(Ho (M)) + yR 
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for each a < (3 where y is a successor of x. If K is a maximal with the property 
that X ^ K and K 3 N + yR then 1 f„ (K) = K n H„ (M) for eveiy a < (3. 
Theorem [5.2.8]: A submodule K of QTAG-moduIe M is a*-isQtYpe if and 
only if for every ordinal a < a* and uniform element x e H^ (M) such that x e 
K with its successor y e K there exists z e Soc (H^ (M)) such that z g K and x 
- z e K . 
Proposition [5.2.9j: If M is a QTAG-module, a*-ordinaI and N is a 
submodule of M. If N is intersection of a*-isotype submodules then for all 
ordinals a < a* and uniform element x e H^  (M) such that x ^ N and y e N, y 
is a successor of x there exists z e Soc (H^ (M)) such that z ^ N. 
Theorem [5.2.10]: If N and K are submodules of a QTAG-module M such 
that N c K and K is a*-isotype. Then for any (3 with P + 1 < a* the modules 
(N + Hp(K))nSoc(Hp(K)) (N + Hp,,{M))nSoc(Hp(M)) 
and N n Soc (Hp (K)) + Soc (Hp,i (K)) N n Soc (Hp (M)) + Soc (Hp^ ^ (M)) 
are isomorphic. 
Now we analogous to a*-isotype submodule, h-pure submodule and to 
obtain some characterization [Theorem 5.2.8]. 
Corollary [5.2.11]: If N is a submodule of a QTAG-module M and N is h-
pure submodule of M if and only if for every non-negative integer n, and 
uniform element x e H,, (M) with x g N such that y e N where y is a successor 
of x there is a uniform element z e Soc(Hn (M)) such that z ^ N and x - z e N. 
Corollary [5.2.12]: A submodule N of a QTAG-module M is h-neat if and 
only if for every uniform element x e M with d(xR / xRnN) = 1 there is a 
uniform element y e Soc(M), y ^ N with x - y e N. 
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Now we state the fundamental result for Ql'AG-moduie. 
Lemma [5.2.13]: Let a e M and 0 ?t H = l\ (ak) e Hi< (B) for some 
submodule B of M and non-negative integer k then there exists u e B such that 
(i) H, (aR) = H, (yR) 
(ii) The mapping a : aR -> yR such that a (ar) = yr, r e R is a 
homomorphism which is identity on H^  (aR). 
Theorem [5.2.14]: If N and K are submodules of a QTAG-module M such 
that N c K and K is h-pure in M then the modules N'(K) / N, (K) and N' (M) / 
Nt (M) are isomorphic for any non-negative integer t. 
Now we state the application of above theorem. 
Theorem [5.2.15]: If N is h-neat submodule of QTAG-module M then N is 
h-pure in M if and only if N' (M) = Nt(M) for every t > 0. 
Prooi: Let N be h-pure in M then by FTheorem 5.2.151 — ^ = —7-^ for 
N,(N) N,(M) 
all t > 0, but N' (N) = N, (N). Therefore N' (M) = Nt (M) for all t > 0. 
Conversely suppose N n Hn (M) = Hn (N), n > 1. Let x be a uniform element in 
N n H,i+i (M) then there is a uniform element y e Hp (M) such that d(yR / xR) 
= 1 and also as x e N n H„+| (M) c N n R„ (M) = Hp (N) we can find a 
uniform element z e Hn_i (N) such that d(zR / xR) = 1. Hence e (y - z) < 1 and 
so y - z 6 Soc (M) but y - z g H + Hn (M) and y - z e Soc (Hn+i (M)). 
Therefore y - z e (N + H„ (N)) n Soc (H„_, (M)) but N'"' (M) = N,_, (M), we 
get y - z e N n Soc (H„+, (M)) + Soc (Hn (M)). So y - z = a + z e N n Hn (M) 
= Hn (M). Hence xR = H, (yR) = H, ((y - b) R) c Hn+, (N). Therefore N is h-
pure in M. 
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Corollary [5.2.16]: If S is any h-dense subsocle or^2|^a?Bl®^|^TO then 
any h-neat submodule N of M containing S is h-pure in M. 
Remark [5.2.17]: A submodule N of QTAG-module M is kernel of h-purity 
if and only if its h-neat hulls are h-pure. 
Theorem [5.2.18]: Any h-neat submodule N of QTAG-module M is kernel 
of h-purity if and only if N'(M) = N, (M) for all t > 0. 
5.3 /-dense submodule of QTAG-module: 
Mofeed Ahmad, A. H. Ansari and M. Z. Khan [27] introduced the 
concept of almost h-dense submodule of S2-module. Later M. Z. Khan and 
Razia Bano [28] introduced /-dense submodule of a QTAG-module and give a 
nice characterization of /-dense submodule of QTAG-module [Theorem 
5.3.10]. 
Definition [5.3.1]: The module M is said to be h-divisible if H| (M)=M. 
Definition [5.3.2]: A submodule N of QTAG-module M is said to be h-
dense if and only if M/N is h-divisible. 
Definition [5.3.3]: Let N be a submodule of a QTAG-module M, then N is 
called /-imbedded submodule of M if there is an increasing function l:z-^z 
such that N n Hz(n) (M) c H,, (M) for all n e z. 
Definition [5.3.4]: If M is a QTAG-module, then a submodule N of M is 
called /-dense submodule of M if M/K is h-divisible for ever}' /-imbedded 
submodule K of M such that N c K. 
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Definition [5.3.5]: If M is a QTAG-module and N is a submodule of 
QTAG-module M, then a submodule K of M is called minimal /-imbedded 
submodule containing N if K is /-imbedded and there is no any /-imbedded 
submodule T of M with N < T < K. 
Lemma [5.3.6]: If A and B are any t^ '^o uniserial submodule of a QTAG-
module M such that AnB ^ 0 and d(A) < d(B), then there is'a monomorphism 
a : A ^- B which is identit}' on AnB. 
Lemma [5.3.7]: If M is a QTAG-module and S is a submodule of M such 
that S e Hn (M) for some n > 0. Then for any complement K of S in M, H^  (K) 
= KnHk(M)foral lk<n+l . 
Proposition [5.3.8]: If M is a QTAG-module and K is a /-imbedded 
submodule of M such that Soc(H„(M)) c K for some n, then H/(n+i)^ i (M) c K. 
Corollary [5.3.9]: If M is a QTAG-module and N is a /-dense submodule of 
M such that Soc(H„ (M)) c N for some n, then N is contained in no proper / -
imbedded submodule of M. 
Proof: Suppose N is contained in a proper /-imbedded submodule K of M, 
then by [Proposition 5.3.8], Hz(n+i)-i (M) c K. Therefore, M/K is bounded. 
Hence M/K is not h-divisible which is a contradiction. Therefore N is not 
contained in any proper /-imbedded submodule of M. 
If N is not contained in any proper /-imbedded submodule of M then N 
is /-dense in M. 
Theorem [5.3.10]: If M is a QTAG-module, then a submodule N of M is l-
dense in M if and only if Soc(Hn(M)) c N + H/(n+2)-i (M) for all n > 1. 
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Proof: Suppose the condition is satisfied and N c: K e M., where K is l-
imbedded submodule of M. Now we shall prove that M / k is h-divisible. Let x 
be a uniform element in Soc(M / K). Since K is h-neat submodule of M, we can 
fmd a uniform element x' e Soc(M) such that x = x\ Let x e Soc(Hn (M)) for 
some n, then x e H/(n-,2)-1 (M / K). Now suppose x e H;(r)-1 (M / K) for some 
r, then there is a uniform element ;• G M / K such that d(3'R /xR) = /(r) - 1 
.Hence eiy)^ /(r), so we can find a unilbrm submodule kR < K such that d(yR 
/ kR) ==^  /(r). Therefore, k e H/(r) (M) e Hi, (K). So there is a uniform element z 
G K such that d(zR / kR) = r. Let Soc(yR / xR) = y'R / kR and Soc(zR / kR) = 
z'R / kR. Using [lemma 5.3.6], we get an isomorphism c : y'R —* z'R which is 
identity on kR. Hence e(y' - z') < 1 and so y' - z' e Soc(M). Trivially y' - z' 
e Soc(H,., (M)). Hence y' - z' e N + H/ (^ +1) -1 (M). Therefore, y'eHi (r+i)., 
(M), consequently HK4/K (JC) > l(r + 1) - 1. Therefore M / K is h-divisible. 
Conversely suppose Soc(Hn (M) g H; (\„+2) - \ (M) foi" some n. Let K = H/ 
(n+2) -1 (M) and T = Soc(Hn (M)) 0 (N + K), then T ^ 0 and T # Soc(Hn (M)). 
Now we can decompose Soc(Hn (M)) = S 4' T. Let A be a submodule of M 
containing N such that A / K is a complement of (S >.+; K) / K, then A is a 
complement of S. Hence by [Lemma 5.3.7] Afl E^ (M) = Bi (A) for all k < n + 
l.Let X e A n H/(„+t) (M)) for t > 1, then x e H,., (Hz(n+t)_,+ i(M)). Let I (n + 
1) = n + t + r, then as (H/ (n+2) - i (M) c A, we get Hi (,i+t) -1 + i(M) c A fl 
Hn+i (M) = Hn+i (A). Hence x e HM (Hp+i (A)), so x e Hn+i (A). Therefore, A 
is /-imbedded submodule of M. Now since M / A is bounded, it can not be h-
divisibie. Hence N is not /-dense in M, which is contradiction. Therefore 
Soc(Hn (M) c N + El (n+2)-1 (M) for all n. 
Now appealing to the above theorem and [Corollary 5.3.9], we have the 
following. 
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Corollary [5.3.11]: If M is a QT AG-module and K is a minimal /-imbedded 
submodule of M containing a submodule N of M then Soc(H,i (K)) c N + H/ 
(n+2)-i (K) for all n > 1. Further, if Soc(n„ (K)) c N + H/,„+2)-i (K) for all n > 1 
and N 3 Soc(I-It (K)) for some t, then K is a minimal /-imbedded submodule of 
M containing N. 
5.4 h-neat envelopes of S2-module: 
In this section, we focus on h-neat submodule of S2-module. Alveera 
Mehdi and M. Z. Khan introduced the concept of h-neat envelope and to 
generalize some of the result of Khalid Ben Abdallah [18J 
Definition [5.4.1]: Let A be a submodule of an S2-module. If there exists a 
finite family of h-neat submodules of M whose intersection is A then we write 
h - n(A) < 00. 
Definition [5.4.2]: For a submodule A of a S2-module M. If there exists a 
finite family of h-pure submodules whose intersection is A, then we say h -
p(A) < 00. 
Remark [5.4.3]: If h - n(A) = 1 if and only if A is h-neat and h - n(A) = n if 
and only if A is not h-neat submodule and A is the intersection of at least n h-
neat submodule. 
Definition [5.4.4]: Let M be a S2-module and K be a submodule of M. A 
submodule N 3 K is a h-neat envelope of K if N is h-neat in M and N is the 
minimal h-neat submodule of M containing K. 
Now we write the some of the generalization of the result of [18]. 
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Proposition [5.4.5]: Let A e N be a submodule of a S2-module M, the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) N is h-neat and Soc N = Soc A. 
(ii) N is maximal with respect to property that N 3 A and Soc N c Soc 
A. 
(iii) N is h-neat envelopes of A. 
Proposition [5.4.6]: Let K be a submodule of a S2-module M. Then N is h-
neat envelope of K in M if and only if N/K is the complement of 
(Soc(M) + K) 
K in M/K. 
^ . fSoc(N) + K) 
Proof: It is easy to see that N/K n ^ —^ ^ = 0 if and only if Soc(N) c 
K. Since N is the h-neat envelope of K then maximality of N, established in 
(Soc(M) + K) 
[Proposition 5.4.1, (ii)] shows that N/K is the complement of ^^  in 
K 
M/K. 
(Soc(M) + K) 
Conversely, if N/K is the complement of ^^  , then again by 
K 
[Proposition 5.4.1, (ii)] N is h-neat envelope of K. 
Proposition [5.4.7]: Let K be a submodule of a S2-module M then h - n (K) 
(Soc(M) + K) 
< 00 if and only if there exists a finite family of complement of -^ —^—— 
K 
whose intersection is zero. 
Proposition [5.4.8]: Let K be a submodule of M and B be a basic 
submodule of K. Then h - p(K) = 2 implies h - p(B) = 2. 
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Proposition [5.4.9]: Let K be a h-neat submodule of M and N be a 
complement of K in M. If N contains two disjoint basic submodules, then 
h"p(K)<2. 
5.5 Quasi h-pure submodule of QTAG-module: 
In this section some basic resuhs of h-pure submodules are obtained 
[Theorem 5.5.2, Theorem 5.5.14] for the subsequent use. In general it is known 
that Soc(A + B) ^ Soc(A) + Soc(B). The equality for some submodule 
motivated to define the concept of quasi h-pure submodule. 
Firstly, we have obtained some characterization of h-neat and h-pure 
submodule. 
Proposition [5.5.1]: A submodule N of a QTAG-module M is h-neat if and 
only if Soc(M / N) = (Soc(M) + N) / N. 
Theorem [5.5.2]: A submodule N of M is h-pure in QTAG-module M if and 
only if Soc(Hn (M / N) = (Soc(Hn (M) + N) / N, for all non-negative integer n. 
Notation [5.5.3]: For any non-negative integer n, we denote by S" (M) the 
submodule Soc(Hn (M / N)) and by S^  (M) the submodule (Soc(Hn (M)) + N) / 
N and by S„ (M, N) = S" (M) / S„ (M). 
In terms of the above notation and [Theorem 5.4.2], we have the 
following. 
Theorem [5.5.4]: Let M be a QTAG-module. A submodule N of M is h-
pure if and only if S, (M / N) = 0 for all t > 0. 
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Theorem [5.5.5]: Let M be a QTAG-module M. If N is a submodule of M 
and K is a proper h-pure submodule of M containing N, then the following 
hold: 
(i) S' (M) = S' (K) + S, (M) 
(ii) S'(k)nS,(M) = S,(K) 
Notation [5.5.6]: For any non-negative integer t, we denote by N' (M) the 
submodule (N + H,+, (M)) n Soc(Ht (M)) and by N; (M) the submodule N n 
(H, (M)) + Soc(Ht+i (M)) and by Q, (M, N) = N' (M) / N, (M). 
Theorem [5.5.7]: If N and K are submodules of QTAG-modules M such 
that N c K and K is h-pure in M, then the module Qn (M, N) and Q„ (K, N) are 
isomorphic. 
Proof: Define a map a : N" (K) / Nn (K) -> N" (M) / N„ (M) such that 
a (x + N|i (K)) = X + Nn (M). Obviously a is an R-homomorphism. Now if for 
some X e N" (K), x e Np (M), then x = y + z, y e N n Soc(Hn (M)) and z e 
Soc(H„+, (M)), then y e k n Soc(H„(M)) c H„ (K) gives y e N n Soc(Hn(K)). 
Also z = x - y 6 K n Soc(Hn+i (M)) yields z e Soc(Hn+i (K)). Hence x e Hp 
(K) and we get a, a monomosphism. We now prove that a is an epimorphism. 
Consider s e N" (M) such that s is uniform and s ^ Nn (M) then s = A -t- b, 
where a e N, b e Hn+i (M). If s e N as s e Hp+i (M). We get s e N„ (M). 
Hence aR n sR = 0 = bR n SR. Consequently, aR c bR 0 sR with a = -b + s 
gives a R = bR under the correspondence ar <-> br. Then H, (aR) = Hj (bR) and 
the above correspondence is identity on H] (aR). Now a = s - b e K r i H n (M) 
- Hn (K), so that H, (aR) = H, (bR) c Hn-2 (M) n K = H„+2 (K) and we get y e 
Hn+i (K) such that H, (aR) = H, (yR) and ?L : aR -^ yR given by X (ar) = yr is 
identity on H, (aR). Consequently, e(a - y) < 1. so that a - y e Soc(Hn (K)). 
Then the mapping ^ : bR -> yR such that i^ (br) = - yr is also identity on Hi 
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(bR) and hence b + y e Soc(Hn+i (M)). Therelbre, b + y e N,, (M). Also a - y e 
(N + H„+i (K)) n Soc(H„ (K)). Hence a (a - > + Nn (K)) = a - y + N^ (M) = s -
(b + y) + Nn(M) = s + Nn(M). 
This proves that a is an epimomorphism hence the result follows: 
Now. we discuss an quasi h-pure submodule which is weak concept of 
h-pure submodule. 
The question: what are the submodule for which Q„ (M, N) = 0 for all 
n > 0? Gave the motivation to defined the following 
Theorem [5.5.8]: If N is h-neat submodule of QTAG-module M, then N is 
h-pure in M if and only if Q,, (M, N) = 0 for every n > 0. 
Definition [5.5.9]: A submodule N of a QTAG-module M is quasi h-pure in 
MifQn(M,N) = Oforalln>0. 
Proposition [5.5.10]: Let M be a QTAG-module M, If N is a h-pure 
submodule of M or if N is a subsocle of M, then N is quasi h-pure. 
Theorem [5.5.11]: Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is submodule of QTAG-
module M, then the following hold: 
(a) N is quasi h-pure in M. 
(b) Soc(N + Hn (M)) - Soc(N) + Soc(Hn (M)) for all n > 1. 
(c) H, (N n Hn (M)) = H, (N) n Hn+, (M) for all n > 1. 
Theorem [5.5.12]: Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is a submodule of M, 
then N is h-pure in M if and only if N is h-neat and quasi h-pure in M. 
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Proof: If "N is h-pure in M then [Theorem 5.5.9] iniphes Ihal N is quasi h-pure 
in M. Now suppose N is h-neat and quasi h-pure in M and N n Hp (M) = H,, 
(M), then H^ +i (N) = H, (N n H,, (M)) = H, (N) n Hn^ , (M) by above [Theorem 
5.5.10]. But H, (N) n H,,,, (M) = (N n H, (M)) n H,,^ , (M) = N n H,^ , (M). 
Hence by induction N is h-pure in M. 
Now as an-apphcation of [Theorem 5.5.10], we have the following. 
Theorem [5.5.13]: Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is a submodule of M. 
then the following hold: 
(i) If Soc(N) is h-dense in Soc(M), then N is quasi h-pure in M. 
(ii) If N is quasi h-pure in M, then every essential submodule of N is 
quasi h-pure in M. 
Corollary [5.5.14]: Let M be a QTAG-module. If S is a h-dense subsocle 
of M, then any submodule N with Soc(N) c S can be extended to an h-pure 
submodule K of M such that Soc(K) = S. 
Proposition [5.5.15]: Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is a submodule of 
M, then the following hold: 
(i) Q„H„ (M, N) = Q, (H„ (M)), N n (Hn (M)) for all n, m > 0. 
(ii) Q, (M, N) = 0 for j = 0, 1, , n if and only if Soc(N + H, (M)) -
Soc(N) + Soc(Ht(M)) for t = 1, 2, ..., n + 1. 
(iii) If N is quasi h-pure in M, then N n Hn (M) is quasi h-pure in Hn (M) 
for all n. Also if for some n > 1, N n Hn (M) is quasi h-pure in Hn 
(M) and Soc(N + H, (M)) = Soc(N) + Soc(Ht (M)) for t = 1, 2, ..., n, 
then N is quasi h-pure in M. 
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Proof: 
(i) Is straightforward 
(li) If Soc(N + H, (M)) = Soc(N) + Soc(H, (M)) for l = 1, 2, ..., n + 1, 
then trivially Q, (M, N) = 0 for j = 0, 1, 2 n. Conversely, as 
Qo(M. N) = 0 we get Soc(N + H, (M)) - Soc(N) + Soc(Hi (M)). Now 
suppose Soc(N + H, (M)) - Soc(N) + Soc(Ht (M)) for t < n + 1. Then 
Soc(N + H,+i (M)) Q Soc(N) + Soc(H, (M)). An done in [Theorem 
5.5.10] we get Soc(N + H,., (M)) = Soc(N) + SOC(H,H (M)). 
(iii) Due to (i) N n H„ (M) is quasi h-pure in Hp (M). Conversely, if N n 
Hn (M) is quasi h-pure in H„ (M), Qn,+n (M, N) =- 0 for all m > 0. But 
from (ii) we have Qj (M, N) = 0 for j = 0, 1, ..., n - 1. Hence Qj (M, 
N) = 0 for all t > 0. So that N is quasi h-pure in M. 
Proposition [5.5.16]: Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is a submodule of M 
and K is h-neat submodule of N. Then any submodule T of M maximal with 
respect to T n N = K is h-neat and Soc(M) c T + Soc(N). 
Theorem [5.5.17]: Let M be a QTAG-module. If K is h-pure submodule of 
H,i (M), where n > 0. Then eveiy submodule T of M maximal with respect to 
T n Hn (M) = K, is h-pure in M. 
Proposition [5.5.18]: Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is a submodule of M 
and K is a quasi h-pure h-dense submodule of N, then Q, (M, K) ^ Qt (M, N) 
for all t > 0. 
Proof: Due to h-divisibility of N / K, we have N = K + H, (N) for all t > 0. 
Hence N' (M) = K' (M) for all t. Since K is quasi h-pure in N, so by [Theorem 
5.5.10]. 
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Soc(N) = Soc(K) = + Soc(H, (N)) for all t > 0. 
Now 
N, (M) = Soc(Soc(N) n H, (M) + H,^ , {M)J= (Soc(N))' (M) 
= (Soc(N) f H„| (M)) n Soc(H, (M)) 
= Soc(K) + SOC(HHI (N) + H,+| (M)) n Soc(H, (M)) 
= (Soc(K) + H,+i (M)) n Soc(H,(M)) = (Soc(K))' (M) = K^  (M) 
Therefore Qi (M, K) = Q, (M. N) 
Proposition [5.5.19]: Lei M be a QTAG-module. If N is quasi h -pure in M 
and Soc(N) e n'^U^ (M), then N e nj^ H^ (M). 
Finally with the help of the [Theorem 5.5.7 and Proposition 5.5.17], we 
get the following result. 
Theorem [5.5.20]: Let M be a QTAG-module. If N is a submodule of M, 
then the following hold: 
(a) If N is quasi h-pure in M and K is h-pure in M such that N c K, then N is 
quasi h-pure in K. 
(b) If N is quasi h-pure in an h-pure submodule K of M, then N is quasi h-
pure in M. 
(c) If N is quasi h-purc in M, then ever>' quasi h-pure and h-dense 
submodule K of N is quasi h-pure in M. 
(d) If N has a quasi h-pure and h-dense submodule K such that K is also 
quasi h-pure in M, then N is quasi h-pure in M. 
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